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I. INTRODUCTION / GENERAL OBJECTIVES
Masticatory muscles are believed to influence and, in
turn, be influenced by facial growth and subsequent
orthodontic and dentofacial orthopedic treatment.1m An
understanding of how these muscles function, and the
relationship between muscle function and craniofacial
morphology, is critical to the field of orthodontics.
Theories of craniofacial growth place varying degrees
of emphasis on the relationship between facial form and
muscle function. 1’2 Different hypotheses accord the various
oral functions of mastication, speech, and respiration,
different roles in influencing facial development.
Traditional orthodontic treatment has focused on the
alignment of teeth for both esthetic’ and functional
improvement. While morphologic evaluation utilizing lateral
cephalometric radiographs has become a standard practice
prior to initiation of orthodontic treatment, functional
evaluation has traditionally been limited to screening for
aberrant tongue function and breathing habits. The short-
and long-term effects of orthodontic therapy on muscle
function patterns and craniofacial growth are poorly
understood.
Dentofacial orthopedic treatment modalities, consisting
of headgear therapy and/or the use of functional appliances,
have developed out of an awareness that during treatment, the
orthodontist has the potential to influence facial growth
patterns as well as dental arch development. Improvements
in orthognathic surgical techniques have allowed for
treatment of difficult cases that previously would have
resulted in esthetic or functional compromise. The use of
such techniques, however, raises questions as to their effect
on muscle function patterns. The implication is that either
the muscles would not be able to adapt to such changes,
resulting in relapse of treatment; or that changes in the
musculature would occur. The way in which these changes
might affect oral function, however, is unknown.
Models have been developed to explain how changes in
muscle location and orientation relative to morphologic
landmarks might affect oral function. 3’2127 Previous studies,
however, have shown generally weak links between muscle
function and craniofacial morphology.l’2’ The failure to
demonstrate strong associations between muscle function and
facial form may be due to two different reasons. The first
is inadequate control and quantification of experimental
parameters evident in previous research. 31 The second is
that variability due to craniofacial form is less important
than variability due to other sources, in particular,
differences in either neural control patterns, 5.=. the
physiologic properties of the muscles themselves (including
the relative size and strength of muscles24’’) , and the way
in which functional mechanisms may change as the length of
a muscle is varied4’’. The purpose of this study is to
develop and apply improved experimental techniques to the
question of whether a biomechanical framework can be used to
explain differences in muscle function patterns or whether
this approach should be abandoned in favor of other concepts.
Perhaps the most widely used method for assessing the
role of individual muscles and their contribution to oral
function has been electromyography (EMG) EMG is the
measurement of muscle action potentials recorded during
muscle contraction. These electrical analogues of individual
motor unit contractions have been used to both qualitatively
and quantitatively assess muscle function.
Electromyographic studies seeking to link muscle activity
with facial form, however, have been inconsistent in their
results
Previous investigators have measured muscle activity at
rest, and during chewing, swallowing, and clenching. ’7’’1’’’’’
It has been shown that both the speed and magnitude of jaw
movement have significant effects on recorded EMG activity.’
Attempts at controlling jaw function during such experiments
(by standardizing quantities of food to -be chewed, for
example) have been inadequate, and may have led to non-
reproducible results. Furthermore, it is difficult to
document standardization of jaw function if exerted force
magnitudes and mandibular movements are not measured. Thus,
this study will observe muscle activity exhibited during
controlled isometric biting exercises at measured force
levels, and at known magnitudes of bite opening. In this
way, standardization of experimental procedure between
subjects can be assured.
The basis of comparing masticatory muscle function in
previous studies has been an absolute measurement of EMG
activity. Quantification of surface EMG signals is dependent
on many factors; among them are: (i) individual muscle fiber
depolarizations, (2) electrode placement location relative
to the muscle being studied, (3) skin-electrode contact
quality, and (4) signal dampening characteristics of the
intervening tissues. The objective of electromyography is
to examine electrical signal characteristics resulting from
the muscle fiber depolarizations. Observed intra- and inter-
subject variability, however, may in part be attributable to
the other three factors. ’31 Alterations in the placement of
surface EMG electrodes, or abrasion of the skin to improve
contact and reduce impedance, can increase the magnitude of
the signal recorded. However, the way in which measured EMG
values chanqe as a function of force is independent of some
of these elements. 47 Thus, using the relationship between
bite force and EMG as a second order approximation of muscle
function can reduce or at least minimize the variability
problem.
This study will utilize EMG-force function
characteristics to evaluate contributions of the various
masticatory muscles toward generation of different bite
forces. Specifically, there is evidence from studies in limb
muscles that the slope of an EMG-force function curve remains
constant regardless of skin-electrode contact quality. 47 The
slope of the curve (usually measured in microvolts per
kilogram) is a relevant characteristic because it represents
the average increment in muscle activity corresponding to a
unit increase in force generation over the range of forces
examined. Because it measures only the increase in EMG
activity relating to function, and does not include muscle
"resting potentials" or noise factors, the slope can be a
more reliable measurement of individual muscle contraction
than absolute EMG values.
In this study, EMG-force function curves will be
constructed by plotting quantitative values of processed EMG
signals against isometric bite force measurements. Because
the EMG-force function characteristic of slope has not been
previously used to evaluate contributions of individual
masticatory muscles toward bite force generation, one of the
objectives of this study will be to confirm its reliability
as a functional measurement.
EMG signals from the masseter, and anterior, middle, and
posterior temporalis muscles will be recorded during
controlled isometric biting exercises to determine the
relative contribution of each muscle toward bite force
generation. In those muscles demonstrating significant
contributions toward force production, EMG-force function
curves will be constructed and linear regression analysis
will be used to determine the average slope value. By
recording muscle activity during force production at
different degrees of molar separation, the influence of
magnitude of bite opening on muscle function can also be
evaluated. Previous studies have indicated that bite opening
can have a significant effect on recorded EMG values, 4’’’37 but
it is unclear how such changes may alter observed EMG-force
function characteristics.
Electromyographic data as a function of changes in bite
force will be gathered from an adult orthodontic population
consisting of subjects with various facial patterns. This
information will be used to determine the extent to which
differences in facial morphology can explain differences in
muscle function patterns, and consequently the probable roles
of other influences, such as neural control patterning and
physiologic variability, in explaining individual differences
in muscle function.
By reformulating the muscle activity-force relationship
in terms of reliable, quantitative measurements obtained from
controlled functional tasks, a better understanding of
masticatory muscle function itself, and its presumed
relationship to craniofacial morphology, can be attained.
This is essential at a time when the field of orthodontics
is incorporating methods of growth modification and surgical
intervention to achieve its functional and esthetic
objectives.
II. Background/Review of Literature
This study examines the relationship between masticatory
muscle function and facial morphology utilizing EMG-force
function characteristics as a means to describe muscle
activity. The rationale for undertaking this investigation
is based on the following factors: (i) there is experimental
evidence to support a link between facial form and muscle
function, (2) mechanical models of mandibular function
predict that differences in muscle activity are associated
with variations in craniofacial morphology, (3) previous
studies have shown correlations between facial form and
muscle activity, but poor reliability of the methods used in
previous investigations make their results difficult to
interpret, and ( 4 ) the use of EMG-force function
characteristics to assess muscle function may provide a more
accurate means by which to quantify masticatory muscle
activity. The following review elaborates these factors as
background for the present study.
A. Muscle Function and Facial Morphology
Theories concerning the mechanisms of facial growth
differ with respect to the role accorded to masticatory
muscles in the development of facial form. Scott believed
that muscles exerted a primarily local influence on skeletal
development by causing increases in the thickness of bones
at attachment sites. Moss and Selentijn accorded muscles as
having the greater role of determining both the size and
shape of adjacent bones, while other functional influences
were responsible for translating, or relocating these
structures during growth. Subsequent studies have attempted
to elucidate the effect of muscles on growth by relating
muscle function to facial morphology.
Loss of masticatory muscle function has been shown to
cause dramatic localized changes in mandibular
morphology. 1’I’’ In a recent study by Takahashi, TM denervation
of the masseter muscle in growing monkeys caused substantial
skeletal differences to develop between experimental and
control animals. Local changes included an increased gonial
angle, and decreased ramal lengths and widths. Significant
effects on cranio-mandibular relationships were also
observed. In monkeys with denervated muscles, there was a
resultant backward rotation of the mandible causing an
increase in lower facial height and mandibular plane angle,
showing that consequent changes in overall morphology may
also occur.
Conversely, it has been demonstrated that alterations
to existing skeletal relationships can cause changes in
muscle function. Carlsson et al.’ noted decreased activity
i0
of the masseter and anterior temporal muscles immediately
after splints designed to increase the vertical dimension
were placed in six normal human subjects. In a similar study
conducted over a three week period, Manns et al. 37
demonstrated that the amount of change in muscle activity in
60 patients with TMJ pain was correlated to the thickness of
the splint worn. Studies have also shown that the apparent
efficiency of masticatory muscles changes as the mandible is
opened to different degrees.4 Other investigations have
demonstrated alterations in muscle function resulting from
changes in skeletal relationships following orthognathic
surgical procedures It appears, then, that
environmental changes can cause alterations in the functional
characteristics of masticatory muscles.
The above studies suggest a two-way relationship between
form and function, with each system being capable of causing
changes to occur in the other. In 1973, McNamaraTM studied
the inter-relationship of environmental changes on muscle
function and the subsequent development of craniofacial form.
He modified the occlusion of 28 monkeys during various stages
of growth, thereby reorienting the mandible with respect to
the craniofacial complex. Elevator muscle activity changes
that gradually subsided over a 13-week period were observed
as a consequence of this modification. In infant and
juvenile monkeys, there was an increase and change in the
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direction of condylar growth When compared with controls.
This study, consistent with similar studies in rats, 5’ and
with additional support from those previously described,
suggests an inter-relationship between skeletal form and
muscle function that can influence the development of facial
morphologic patterns in growing animals.
In this context, recent studies have hypothesized that
intersubject differences in muscle function can be related
to variations in craniofacial morphology. Anatomic studies
have tried to demonstrate this relationship in humans by
correlating existing muscle positions and orientations with
craniofacial morphologic characteristics.
A cephalometric analysis of 55 children by Takada et
al." showed a correlation between masticatory muscle
orientation and the shape and angulation of the mandible.
More anteriorly inclined muscles were associated with steep
mandibular planes and large gonial angles. Noting relatively
constant origin and insertion areas of the masseter across
skeletal types, Proctor and DeVincenzo hypothesized that the
observed difference in muscle orientation between groups was
due to rotation of the mandible during growth, thereby
causing changes in muscle inclination relative to bony
reference lines. To explain the mechanism underlying these
observed relationships, Haskell et al. m examined the cadavers
of two humans exhibiting different skeletal facial types.
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As in previously described studies, differences were found
in orientation of the various masticatory muscles relative
to the mandible. They suggested that these patterns were
dependent on the geometric relationship between the
masticatory muscles and the mandible, and hypothesized that
a biomechanical analysis of oral function could explain the
observed differences.
According to most biomechanical models of oral
function, 3.21o27 individuals with anteriorly located, and
perpendicularly oriented muscles, would be able to most
easily effect the largest bite forces. Extrapolating the
results of studies correlating biomechanical and
morphological characteristics, individuals with long
mandibles, acute gonial angles, short lower facial heights,
and flat mandibular planes would have the most efficient
muscle configurations. I’17’25 This would mean that to produce
a given amount of bite force, or to perform a certain task,
such muscles would need to contract less forcefully.
Individuals with these characteristics might also be expected
to be able to achieve the greatest bite force magnitudes.
To test such a hypothesis, Ingervall and Helkimo
evaluated the craniofacial characteristics of a group of 25
men with high biting capability and compared them to those
of a group with lower ability. As predicted, they found
differences in gonial angle, anterior and posterior facial
13
heights, and mandibular plane angle between the two groups.
Similarly, Proffit et al. s found that a group of 19 subjects
with long anterior facial heights, steep mandibular planes,
and obtuse gonial angles, displayed significantly lower bite
force capability than a group of 21 normal subjects.
Ringqvistm examined molar and incisor maximal bite force
capabilities in 29 adult women and correlated them to facial
skeletal dimensions. Subjects with flat mandibular planes,
acute gonial angles, and long mandibles were, on average,
able to generate higher bite forces. However, correlation
coefficients for these characteristics were .42, .44, and 55
respectively, making them statistically significant, but also
demonstrating that large individual variations, not explained
by biomechanical analysis, still existed.
Since bite forces result from the combined contractions
of several muscles, studies utilizing bite force capability
to describe muscle function are inherently limited in their
ability to discern the individual characteristics of each of
the various muscles involved in generating that force. In
order to evaluate the way in which individual muscles
contribute to oral function, a number of studies that have
measured muscle activity directly have been undertaken.
B. Muscle Activity and Facial Morphology
Many studies describing the relationship between
14
masticatory muscle electromyographic characteristics and
craniofacial morphology have been published. Most of this
work has evaluated and compared muscle function
quantitatively to determine the relative contribution from
each component muscle toward achieving a given function.
In an extensive EMG study done by M611er in 1966, ’0
muscle activity at rest, during chewing and swallowing, and
during maximal clenching, was examined in 36 adult males.
Correlations between masseter, anterior temporalis, and
posterior temporalis muscle activities, and 35 dental and
cephalometric characteristics were calculated. During
maximal biting, a significantly positive correlation of
masseter muscle activity with mandibular prognathism, and a
negative association with gonial and mandibular plane angle
measurements were found. Acute gonial angles were also
associated with higher anterior tempora!is activity during
maximal biting. During function, the trends were less clear;
patients with prognathic maxillae showed significantly higher
masseter activity during swallowing and at rest.
In 1973, Ahlgren analyzed the maximum voltage
amplitudes of surface EMG recordings from the masseter,
anterior, and posterior temporal-is muscles in 15 Class II
division 1 patients and 15 subjects with normal occlusion.
Different recording techniques were used for the various
muscles, including inserted wire hook electrodes for the
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temporalis, and surface electrodes for the masseter.
Posterior temporalis activity dominated during rest, and
anterior temporalis during mastication. This was true for
all subjects, but masseter muscle activity may have been
underestimated due to the techniques employed. Since the
hook electrodes were placed subcutaneously, there was less
impedance to the temporalis signal and higher amplitude
values were likely to have been recorded. Therefore,
intrasubject comparisons are probably invalid. Patients with
acute gonial angles had decreased levels of masseter muscle
activity during mastication and swallowing, and higher
anterior temporalis activity at rest than did those with
obtuse gonial angles. Significant relationshipsl between
muscle activity and other craniofacial characteristics were
not found.
In a similarly structured study, Ingervall & ThilanderTM
examined muscle activity in a group of 52 children with
normal occlusion in order to determine variations due to
facial morphology alone. Morphology was evaluated on the
basis of 56 cephalometric and dental cast measurements.
Statistical tests were applied to determine muscle activity
differences which could be related to each of these 56
measurements. Children with short lower facial heights
displayed higher overall muscle amplitudes during mastication
than other children. Higher masseter activity during chewing
16
and maximal biting was found in’patients with short anterior
facial heights and flat mandibular planes.
In a later study, Ahlgren et al. e recorded EMG activity
from the anterior, middle, and posterior temporalis muscles
in ten subj ects with normal occlusion. Bipolar,
intramuscular electrodes were used to record EMG activity,
and the results were correlated with cephalometric measures.
At rest, activity was reported to be greatest in the
posterior temporalis. During clenching, activity in all
parts of the muscle increased but no one division showed
clear dominance. Higher overall muscle activity was found
in patients with steep mandibular planes. This was the only
morphologic trait that correlated with muscle function, and
was in contradiction with previous studies. I’’4
Lastly, Lowe & Takada7 examined muscle activity in 18
Class I, 25 Class II division i, and 12 Class II division 2
patients. Using canonical correlations of integrated surface
EMG with a reduced morphology index based on statistically
determined dependent cephalometric measurements, muscle
activities were compared during resting, intercuspation,
clenching, swallowing, and jaw opening. The only
statistically significant association found in this study was
that higher resting level masseter activity was exhibited by
patients with short mandibles and steep occlusal planes.
Associations between muscle activity and facial
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morphology demonstrated by these investigations have been
sporadic and inconsistent. Within a given study, they seem
to vary depending on the type of function being performed,
and there is also disagreement between studies on
correlations found during similar functions. Those
relationships that have been demonstrated may be of
questionable significance. For example, Ingervall &
Thilander performed i000 statistical tests to find 91 with
a significance level of p<.05. Statistically significant
correlations found by M611er ranged between .33 and .47,
indicating a large amount of muscle variability unexplained
by morphological differences. This suggests that other
muscle function variables, such as neural control pattern
differences, or variability in the physiologic properties of
muscles, may also be important determinants of the way in
which a muscle contributes force during oral function.
The inherent limitations of using absolute EMG values
as an analog of muscle tension, however, make it difficult
to assess the extent to which biomechanical relationships
affect oral function. Many of the investigators have
interpreted EMG data beyond the limitations of the technique.
In order to more fully understand these limitations, a brief
review of the technique itself is necessary.
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C. EMG as a Technique for Assessing Muscle Function
Electromyography measures the electrical potential
between two electrodes placed in or near a muscle. These
potentials are generated by the membrane depolarization of
muscle fibers and represent a measurable electrical analog
of individual motor unit contractions. The shapes and
amplitudes of the recorded signal are dependent on the
characteristics of the original depolarizations, the distance
of the active fibers from the electrode site, and the
impedance characteristics of the intervening tissue.
Electromyographic recording techniques include the use
of either intramuscular or surface electrodes. Both record
the action potentials associated with surrounding motor
units. Each has certain advantages and, disadvantages.
Intramuscular electrodes can record a more specific and
localized signal since they may be placed directly into the
desired muscle. In this way, the ability to record from deep
muscles, inaccessible by surface electrodes can be
accomplished. The range of such recordings is usually
limited to muscle fibers in close proximity to the fine wire
tip of the device, but this may be varied by changing the
length of the uninsulated tip and controlling the distance
between the two recording electrodes.
When recording from superficial muscles, and depending
on the design of the study, surface electrodes may be
19
preferable.
-
-:--
** x**a+/-s obtained from surface electrodes are
considered to be representative of a more substantial part
of the active muscle. Because the signal is more
generalized, and since electrode placement can be visually
monitored, surface recordings are believed to be more
reproducible than those obtained intramuscularly. The
non-invasive nature of surface recording is also
advantageous, especially when dealing with human subjects.
Disadvantages may include non-specificity resulting from
signals recorded from adjacent muscles, and an increased
general noise level due to skin properties.
Electromyography has been used to study the amplitude
and frequency of muscle action potentials, and the behavior,
integration, and time relationships of muscle bursts. ’5’’37’
The recorded information has been used to both
qualitatively’’’’’’s and quantitatively’’’’’ assess
muscle function. By studying signals generated from various
muscles simultaneously, and coordinating them with recordings
of movement during functional events, information can be
obtained regarding the pattern sequencing of muscle
recruitment in normal and abnormal states. Extensive
kinesiologic studies have been undertaken to relate muscle
contraction patterns to movements of the mandible, including
both simple (open-close, protrusion-retrusion) and complex
(speech, mastication) functions.’’’ Electromyography has
2O
aso been used to evaluau, by qantitative analysis, the
importance of various muscles in effecting movement, and to
r.ecord changes in muscle activity resulting from various
treatment procedures
D. Experimental Limitations of Previous Studies
Two areas of difficulty related to experimental design
and technique arise when interpreting data from studies
correlating muscle activity with craniofacial morphology:
(i) the questionable validity of EMG quantification, and (2)
the conditions under which the data were obtained. These two
factors can lead to conditions of poor experimental
reproducibility, and make it difficult to assess the
significance of findings from previous studies.
i. Quantification of EMG
Although EMG has been used extensively in oral function
research, results from EMG studies must be interpreted with
caution when applied to the quantitative evaluation of muscle
activity. Muscle contractions are dependent on the product
of the frequency of the excitatory potentials of each
component motor unit, and the total number of units
recruited. EMG recordings are a reflection of these
properties, but are also influenced by the technique used and
the inherent geometric and anatomic conditions that exist at
21
the electrode site. Because of the complexity of the
waveform of the recorded action potentials, it is not
possible to compare peak-to-peak amplitudes of raw EMG
signals, and it is difficult to make other quantitative
comparisons
EMG signal processing, which may include filtering of
background noise, rectification, smoothing or averaging, and
integration, has been used to quantify muscle contraction
characteristics over time. Signal processing, however, does
not necessarily validate the quantitative comparison of EMG
results. Since the magnitude of the recorded signal is
dependent on the distance from the generated signal, and on
the characteristics of the intervening tissues, amplitudes
will inherently vary in the same muscle in different
individuals and between muscles of the same individual. Many
studies have not considered the contribution of this error.
Some have even compared action potentials recorded
from muscles using different methods of electrode placement;
for example between surface and inserted hook electrodes.
2. Control of Functional Activities
In an effort to accumulate information relevant to
normal function, many investigators have examined muscles at
rest, during mastication, and during swallowing. 5’7’9’I’4’’’
Mastication and swallowing are complex functions that are
22
difficult to control. Even simple movements such as clench
or open-close may vary in magnitude and speed from subject
to subject, or even within the same subject at different
times. It has been shown that degree of jaw opening and
velocity of contraction have significant effects on recorded
EMG magnitudes and patterns.’ The implications of these
findings on the validity of observations made during more
complex tasks is apparent.
3. Reproducibility of Results
Poor reproducibility of quantitative EMG measurements
has been discussed by several authors.31 Because EMG signals
depend on so many recording factors, even small displacements
of electrodes may cause differences in observed quantitative
values, m If electrodes must be removed and replaced, it is
difficult to duplicate original conditions. For example,
Angelone et al. 31 found poor reproducibility of masseter EMG
amplitude measurements at given force levels between
experimental trials. They attributed this primarily to
changes in skin impedance characteristics.
Difficulty in reproducing quantitative EMG measurements
is further complicated when there is poor control of the
functional activities during which recording is taking place.
In a study designed to test the reproducibility of
electromyograms recorded under conditions of function,
23
Garnickm tested three normal subjects under identical
conditions at 20 minute intervals and again after two weeks.
Surface recordings from the masseter muscle obtained during
mastication were compared, and differences were noted
relating to the time between recordings. Those recordings
made at two weeks showed that average amplitudes of processed
signals fell within 95% confidence intervals only 23% of the
time. Data regarding onset and duration of contraction were
more reproducible.
Garnick’s study shows that by utilizing absolute EMG
measurements as a way of evaluating muscle activity, and by
not adequately controlling jaw function during experimental
trials, it is unlikely that reliable data will be obtained.
A method, therefore, by which muscle function can be studied
under rigidly controlled circumstances is needed. In this
way, basic information can be gathered which can then be
applied to a variety of more complex oral functions.
E. The Relationship between EMG and Muscle Tension
i. Simple EMG-Tension Relationships
Although relationships between integrated surface
electromyographic measurements and various controlled
functions have been elucidated, they have rarely been
exploited in the study of masticatory muscle function. One
of these relationships, that between integrated surface EMG
24
and isometric tension, was demonstrated as early as 1952.
Inman et al. el studied the covariance of changes in integrated
EMG and isometric tension in several muscles including the
biceps, pectoralis, triceps, anterior tibialis, and forearm
muscles of various subjects. It was found that the
relationship between force and integrated EMG was linear,
with increased muscle activities being recorded at higher
force levels. This relationship did not hold if the muscles
were permitted to vary in length (isotonic contraction).
In a more rigorously controlled study, Lippold47 recorded
and integrated EMG signals from human calf muscles at i0
different isometric strengths of contraction from 4.5 to 45
kg. Again, it was found that the relationship between force
and integrated EMG was linear and, although variability
increased near maximal contraction, linearity held throughout
the range of developed tension. The slopes of EMG versus
isometric tension plots, however, which represent the average
muscle activity per unit of force generation, were different
among various subjects. It was noted that by prolonging
cleansing of the skin to increase conductivity at the
electrode site, the plots shifted upward (more absolute EMG
activity for a given tension) but maintained their initial
slope. This would indicate that the slope of a force-
function curve (EMG vs. isometric tension), is more reliable
than absolute EMG measurements because it is independent of
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the thickness or other signal-dampening characteristics of
the tissue intervening between the muscle fibers and
recording electrodes.
The slope of an EMG-tension curve represents the average
muscle activity increment exhibited per unit of force
generation over the range of forces produced. Unlike an
absolute EMG value, the slope is derived only from activity
measurements resulting from a change in muscle tension. By
eliminating so-called resting potentials and minimizing the
noise factor, the slope can serve as a more reliable,
functionally relevant, quantitative measurement of a muscle’ s
contribution to the production of force.
2. Components of the EMG-Tension Relationship
The linear relationship between integrated surface EMG
and isometric tension is one which can not be simply
explained. Milner-Brown & Stein, m by studying the
contribution of individual motor units to total EMG, showed
that the expected EMG relationship varied as the square root
of the motor unit’s threshold tension. Total EMG, however,
is dependent on both the firing rate of each motor unit (rate
coding) and the recruitment of new units at higher tension
thresholds. The authors hypothesized that, in order to
maintain an approximately linear relationship, the
contribution of recruitment to EMG must be great at low
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levels of tension while that from rate coding becomes
important at higher forces. This hypothesis was later
confirmed in a study by Manns & Spreng. Though the signals
produced as a result of either recruitment or rate coding
were non-linear individually, as recruitment decreased and
rate coding increased at higher force levels, the sum total
resulted in apparent linearity.
It has been shown that the linear relationship between
isometric tension and integrated EMG is dependent on the
electrode recording from a large area of the muscle studied,
such as is the case with surface electromyography. In tests
conducted with inserted needle electrodes, it was found that
the relationship became non-linear as the recording tip area
became smaller, thus localizing the recording range of the
electrode.
Due to the divergent patterns of the contributions of
both recruitment and rate coding to linear EMG-tension
functions, it appears that at extreme force levels,
variability is such that non-linear curves may result.
Non-linear EMG-versus-tension curves have been observed and
their shapes probably depend on individual muscle
organizational properties as well as the geometric
relationship of the muscle to the surrounding environment, s’’
Siegler et al. showed that the shapes of EMG-force function
relationships are not dependent on the EMG processing
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technique used. Nevertheless, the properties of an
EMG-tension curve should be characteristic of a given muscle
at a given length in a given geometric situation, and should
not vary as do absolute EMG amplitude measures. Because the
data to construct an EMG-tension curve is collected under
controlled conditions, and because the way EMG changes with
force is constant regardless of electrode site
characteristics, the slope is potentially a more highly
reproducible way of interpreting functional EMG data
quantitatively.
3. EMG-Tension Relationships in Masticatory Muscles
Studies of masticatory muscles in which EMG-tension
relationships have been examined have shown both linear and
higher order EMG-tension dependency. Garrett et al. 4 noted
that EMG activity recorded from surface electrodes over the
masseter muscle consistently increased with increasing bite
force. Incisor bite pressures ranging from 1.2 to 6.9 kg at
vertical openings of 7 to 27 mm were recorded but it was not
felt that the relationship was linear. Angelone et al.
however, did record an approximately linear dependence of
masseter EMG with incisor bite forces between 6 and 23 lb.
(2.7 to 10.5 kg). Ahlgren9 also noted a linear relationship
of bite force to masseter and temporalis EMG in force ranges
between 5 and 20 kg. Linear relationships at small bite
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openings, and steepening curves at 20 mm of opening, were
observed by Manns & Sprengs when masseter and temporalis
activity was plotted against bilateral premolar bite forces
between 5 and 20 kg. Lastly, Johnston et ai.13 observed
linear relationships in 24 trials on the right and left
masseters of six subjects, and in all but 3 of 24 trials on
right and left temporalis muscles. Incisor and molar bite
forces were recorded up to the maximum possible at a 14 mm
degree of opening.
Reasons for the diverse patterns of EMG-tension curves
observed by these investigators could be due to a number of
factors. One possible explanation is that during jaw
function, several muscles act on the mandible to produce a
given level of force or degree of movement. Under most
circumstances these muscles probably act synergistically, and
the force-function curves may be linear. Under other
conditions, such as at large vertical openings, or to produce
greater bite forces, one or more muscles may dominate or
become less important thereby causing deviations from the
expected linearity. Differences in geometry of the system,
such as those that may be seen in patients with diverse
craniofacial patterns, may also affect the way these curves
are shaped, or change as a function of force or vertical
dimension.
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F. Summary
Evidence from anatomical and developmental studies
suggests the existence of a relationship between muscle
function and craniofacial morphology. Evidence from
electromyographic studies, however, shows that much of the
observed intersubject variability in muscle function can not
be explained by morphological or biomechanical parameters.
The inconsistency observed in results from previous
studies may be due to the influences of other variables
(neural control mechanisms or physiologic variability), or
because of the limitations of using absolute EMG values to
quantify muscle activity during uncontrolled functions.
However, the EMG-force function characteristic of slope has
been described as being independent of at least some of the
factors causing poor reproducibility of quantitative EMG
measurements
This study will first confirm the reliability of the
EMG-force function characteristic of slope as a method for
quantifying the contribution of a muscle toward isometric
bite force generation. Electromyographic data collected from
the masseter, and anterior, middle, and posterior temporalis
muscles, during isometric biting, will be used to determine
the nature of EMG-tension relationships at functional force
levels, and how they vary as a function of changes in bite
opening. The slopes of constructed EMG-force function curves
3O
will then be used to assess the contribution of various
muscles to bite force production in an attempt to better
determine if differences in contribution from individual
muscles can be correlated to variations in morphologic
characteristics, or if a different explanation needs to be
invoked in order to account for observed differences in oral
function. By applying a reliable method for quantifying
muscle activity during controlled experimental conditions,
a more accurate assessment of muscle function and its
relationship to facial morphology can be attained.
IIi. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the
relationship between force-related masticatory muscle
function and craniofacial morphology, the null hypothesis
being that masticatory muscle contribution to isometric
biting is not significantly related to facial morphology.
The first general objective of the study was to determine,
in a group of control subjects, whether the EMG-force
function characteristic of slope is a reliable parameter for
assessing masticatory muscle function quantitatively. The
second general objective of the study was to use that
technique as a means of studying muscle function in a group
of untreated, adult orthodontic patients. The specific
objectives of the second part of the study were to:
i. Determine the nature of masticatory muscle EMG-
tension relationships at functional force levels;
2. Determine the relative contributions of the
masticatory muscles toward the development of
isometric bite force at functional force levels;
3. Determine differences in EMG-force function
characteristics related to changes in bite opening;
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4. Determine the extent to which variations in muscle
function could be explained by differences in
craniofacial morphologic characteristics derived from
a biomechanical analysis of oral function.
IV. REPRODUCIBILITY OF EMG-FORCE FUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS
Previous studies have suggested that quantitative EMG
values can be affected by several factors, including
electrode placement location, skin-electrode interface
characteristics,’3’ and control of functional activities
during recording, m Since changes in these factors affect
the reliability of EMG measurements, the first step in this
investigation was to undertake a reproducibility study to
determine whether EMG-force function characteristics could
provide a more useful and reliable method for quantitatively
evaluating masticatory muscle function. The goal of the
experiment was to develop a reliable method by which the
relative contributions of various masticatory muscles toward
the generation of bite force could be determined so that the
relationship between muscle function and facial morphology
could be examined.
The relationship between the level of processed EMG
activity and muscle tension has been demonstrated
previously, 4’9’13’3’’47’s’ and the slope of this function has been
shown to be independent of at least some of the signal-
dampening characteristics that affect absolute EMG
measurements. 47 The slope of an EMG-force function curve
represents the average change in muscle activity per unit of
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isometric force produced over the range of forces generated.
This study was designed to determine if the EMG-force
fUnction characteristic of slope could provide a more useful
and reproducible method of analyzing surface EMG data
quantitatively. The experiment involved the repetition of
controlled functional tasks during two separate trials for
each subject, and tested various EMG-force function
characteristics to determine which were reproducible .between
sessions. Experimental trials were held 1-3 weeks apart, and
because of ease of electrode application, the masseter muscle
was utilized.
A. Materials & Methods
I. Subjects
Fourteen normal adult volunteers participated in this
study. There were ten males and four females with an average
age of 28.3 +2.1 years.
2. Electromyography
Surface electromyography of the left masseter muscle was
carried out using silver paint-on electrodes. Twisted-pair
wire (Belden, .054" O.D.) was used to minimize differential
amplification of external noise. Minimization of noise was
important because of the relatively low magnitude of the EMG
signals associated with production of the functional force
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levels generated in both parts of this investigation.
Electrode placement was determined by palpation, and was
approximately parallel to the direction of the muscle fibers
of the main belly of the superficial masseter muscle, as
shown schematically in Figure i. The interelectrode distance
was approximately 15 mm. Electrical impedance at sites of
electrode contact was reduced by light abrasion using alcohol
pads. EMG response was recorded during isometric biting at
various force levels and bite openings as described in the
following sections.
The raw EMG signals were passed first to the
preamplifier and high pass filtered with a cutoff frequency
of 90 Hz to reduce electrical hum and movement artifacts.
Differential amplification was achieved with a gain of i000.
Further amplification was accomplished by manual adjustment
of a distribution amplifier to achieve an optimal recording
level for each muscle. The amplified data signals were
stored in FM mode on a Honeywell 5600 instrumentation
recorder for later analysis. The band width of the recorder
was 0-2500 Hz at a speed of 71/2 inches per second. A
schematic drawing of the data collection system is shown in
Figure 2.
3. Bite Force Measurements
Bite forces were measured using a commercially available
Figure I
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force transducer system (Kistler, 9211 Transducer and 5004
Amplifier). The transducer had a thickness of 6 mm and was
embedded in acrylic blocks for recording forces at various
bite openings. Forces applied to the transducer acted
through two face plates to induce a proportional
electrostatic charge in a quartz element. The charge
amplifier served as both a power source and conditioning
amplifier for the quartz element and output a
force-proportional dc voltage that was recorded on a separate
channel of the instrumentation recorder.
4- Experimental Procedure
Each subject was seated in a dental chair adjusted to
the upright position. A ground reference electrode (Beckman,
EKG) was applied to the forehead. Electrodes for
transmitting EMG signals were placed as described earlier,
and signal integrity was checked with the patient clenching
in intercuspal position. After adjusting the amplification
level of the EMG signal, a calibration signal (300 V) was
introduced at the preamplification stage for scaling of
absolute signal levels.
The force transducer, capped with acrylic blocks to
achieve a molar separation of 8 mm, was placed at the
mesiobuccal cusp of the left maxillary first molar. In
response to verbal instructions given by the investigator,
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isometric bites, at force levels in 1 kg increments from 1
to 5 kg, were exerted for 2 seconds each; a 3 second rest
period followed each bite. The force magnitude and time
period were self-monitored by the subject’s observation of
a display of the actual force level on an oscilloscope. The
procedure was then repeated at a molar separation of i0 mm.
The total time for each session was approximately 15 minutes.
The above procedures were repeated between 1 and 3 weeks
after the initial session. No special attempts were made to
reapply electrodes in their original positions during the
second trial, as electrode placement location was part of the
experimental error being tested. Throughout each session,
verbal instructions given by the investigator were recorded
on a separate channel of the instrumentation recorder for
facilitating data analysis.
5. Data Processing
The raw data were displayed for visual inspection on an
optical oscillograph (Honeywell Visicorder, 1508A) running
at a paper speed of i0 mm/sec. The EMG signals and bite
force envelope were displayed simultaneously, as illustrated
in Figure 3.
The raw EMG signals were passed from the instrumentation
recorder again through the distribution mplifier for manual
signal amplitude adjustments before computer processing.
Figure 3;
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Signal processing was achieved by electronic circuitry
designed by the investigator with the cooperation of Dr.
Robert Northrop, professor of Electrical Engineering at the
University of Connecticut, Storrs. The processor was
designed for use with software written for a Digital PDP-
11/34 computer. A schematic drawing of the signal processing
circuit and full details of its design and performance
characteristics are contained in the Appendix.
The EMG signals were high and low pass filtered at
cutoff frequencies of 96 Hz and 1.45 kHz respectively. Since
filtering diminishes the strength of the signal, the output
signal was further amplified (gain 3). The filtered signal
was full-wave rectified, and root mean square averaged with
a time constant of 0.55 seconds. The resultant processed
signal was then input into the computer through a i0 bit
analog to digital converter (sampling frequency 200 Hz).
The raw and fully processed signals were displayed on
a Digital Equipment VT-II graphics display processor where
they could be viewed in 5 second windows. The last second
of each isometric bite was chosen for analysis. Simultaneous
displays of processed and raw EMG signals along with bite
force data were available for display in both analog and
digital form. A sample display is illustrated in Figure 4.
Digital readout from any point could be achieved by moving
the cursor along the display. Muscle activity was expressed
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in microvolts, and force data were converted from
proportional dc voltage to kilogram values. The average
integrated EMG values and ranges for each subject were
recorded at each force level and at each of the bite openings
tested, for each of the two trials.
6. Data Analysis
For each subject, plots of bite force versus integrated
EMG (kg vs. V) were constructed for each degree of vertical
opening. Data from each of the two trials in this study were
plotted on the same graph as shown in Figure 5a and
comparisons of EMG values at each force level were made
between sessions. Linear regression analysis was used to
construct EMG-force function lines for each session as shown
in Figure 5b. The EMG-force function characteristics of
slope and y-intercept, as well as the electromyographic
activity recorded during maximum clenching, were also
compared between sessions. Simple regression analysis was
used to determine the correspondence of measurements made
during the second trial to those of the first session.
B. Results
Summary data for the actual processed EMG values from
the first trial of this study are presented in Table I. This
table shows that the intersubject variability for all
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measured individual values was high. The range of recorded
EMG activity between subjects was greater at higher force
levels, rising from 58V at ikg, to 94V at 5kg of bite
force. Similarly, the differences between lowest and highest
values of the other measurements of muscle function,
including maximum muscle activity and the slope of the EMG-
force function relationship, were also large when compared
to the average values for each of these characteristics.
This finding demonstrates a substantial difference in the
muscle function characteristics exhibited by the various
subj ects studied.
TabLe 1
REPRODUC B L TY
First Trial Suaary Data
Average S. Error Range
EMG Activity (#V)
kg 29.4 +/- 4.8 8 64
2 kg 43.4 +/- 6.1 13 82
3 kg 56.4 +/- 7.3 18 100
4 kg 64.4 +/- 7.2 20 114
5 kg 76.4 +/- 8.8 20 140
Maximum Clench 331.1 +/- 33.3 167 554
EMG-Force Function Values
Slope (/V/kg) 11.5 +/- 1.7 3.0- 24.3
Y-intercept value 19.4 +/- 5.0 -I.0 55.6
Table 2 shows the results of the regression analyses
used to test the various muscle activity characteristics for
consistency during successive recordings. Reproducibility
of actual EMG values was statistically significant for all
of the force levels tested (p<.01 and p<. 001) This
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unexpected result was in contrast to that reported by
previous investigators, 31 and could be due to the more rigid
control over function maintained in this study.
TabLe 2
REPROOUC!B L TY OF EMG-FORCE FUNCT|ON CHARACTER ST CS
Actual EMG VaLues
r p-vatue Mea,n diff. (+/-s.d;,),
Regression AnaLysis
Stope
kg .53 <.01 13 #V (+/-12) .57
2 kg .70 <.001 14 #V (+/-11) .62
3 kg .76 <.001 12 #V (+/-13) .75
4 kg .78 <.001 14 #V (+13) .93
5 kg .8 <.001 12 #V (+/-12) .94
Maximum Clenching .81 <.001 63 #V (+/-53) .88
EHG-Force Function VaLues
Stope .84 <.001 2.6 #V/kg (+/-2.4) 1.02
Y-intercept .26 >.10 15 #V (+/-16) .29
Reproducibility of the actual EMG values was best at
higher force levels. This is evidenced by a comparison of
the correlation coefficients for EMG measurements between
trials, which increased from .53 at the 1 kg. force level,
to .86 at 5 kg. Similarly, the EMG activity recorded during
maximal clenching showed high correlation between trials (r
.81, p<.001). The mean difference between trials of EMG
values recorded during controlled isometric biting, however,
remained at approximately 13BV regardless of force magnitude.
The slope of the EMG-force function curve, which
represents the average microvolt increase in muscle activity
recorded per kilogram of force generation, proved to be the
most reliable overall measurement of muscle function between
experimental sessions (p<.001). This is reflected both by
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the high correlation coefficient (r .84), and by the almost
i:I correspondence in its value between trials (actual
i- 02 i) The projected y-intercept value, however, which has
previously been utilized to evaluate muscle function, was
not significantly reproducible between trials (p>.10).
One common pattern of EMG-force function curve
reproducibility is demonstrated by the data from one subject
presented in Figure 6a (subj. 5, 10mm) This subject
exhibited acceptably reproducible absolute EMG values at all
force levels. The largest deviation between trials was 6V,
at the 2kg force level. The difference in slope between
sessions was only 0.28 V/kg while projected y-intercept
values were only 4.1 V apart. All of these between session
differences were acceptable considering that the average
increase in muscle activity per kilogram of bite force
(slope) for this subject was 11.25 V/kg.
Another common pattern is exhibited by the data shown
in Figure 6b (subj. 2, 8mm). This subject showed large
deviations in actual EMG values, while the slope of the EMG-
force function curve remained relatively constant between
trials. In this case, the smallest deviation in absolute EMG
values between sessions was 27V (at the 4kg force level),
but the difference in slope between trials was only 0.28
V/kg. The y-intercept values between sessions differed by
32.1 V. The changes in actual EMG and y-intercept values
Figure G
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between trials exhibited by this subject were not acceptable
as they were substantially greater than the average change
in muscle activity with force production of 9.8 V/kg.
Overall, approximately half of the subjects tested
showed adequate reproducibility of actual EMG values between
trials, while all but two exhibited EMG-force function slope
values that were within acceptable limits. Acceptability was
based on the change in a value between trials as compared to
the difference exhibited between subjects. Large
intrasubj ect differences relative to the intersubj ect
variability were considered unacceptable. The cause of poor
reproducibility of slope values between trials in those two
subjects in which it was observed may have been due to
changes in electrode placement location between sessions.
C. Discussion
The wide range of EMG values recorded during controlled
biting exercises in this study suggests that substantial
variation in muscle function characteristics exists between
individuals. The second part of this investigation will
examine one of the possible causes of this observed
variability in muscle function; its hypothesized relationship
with craniofacial morphology.
The high reproducibility (at increased force levels) of
quantitative EMG values found in this study is in contrast
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to the reported results of previous investigations. This
study differed from those investigations in that oral
function during EMG recording was controlled and quantified,
thereby assuring that identical functional tasks were
achieved during both experimental sessions. The results from
this study imply that by rigidly controlling mandibular
function during recording, better reliability of absolute EMG
values can be achieved.
Differences in the calculated reproducibility of
recorded EMG values at different levels of force production
can be explained by the divergence of EMG-force function
curves at higher force levels. At low force levels, the
average difference between values recorded from the same
subject at different times is large compared to the
intersubject variability. This would tend to result in lower
calculated correlation coefficients. As the muscle activity-
force curves diverge at higher force levels, a small
difference between trials becomes relatively insignificant
as compared to the high intersubject variability, and this
is reflected in the results of the statistical tests.
While the values of the correlation coefficients,
describing the correspondence of actual EMG activities
recorded between trials, increased at higher bite force
levels, the mean differences of these values between sessions
were constant regardless of force magnitude. This suggests
5O
a uniform shift in the EMG-force function curve, as
demonstrated by the data from the subject presented in Figure
6b, and similar to that observed by Lippold in his study on
limb muscles. 47 The changes seen by Lippold were due to
cleansing of the skin to improve electrode contact quality;
shifts in this study were probably due to differences in
electrode contact characteristics during different
experimental trials.
A uniform shift in the EMG-force function curve implies
a constant muscle activity-isometric tension relationship
that would be reflected by consistency of the slope values
between trials. As hypothesized, the slope values, derived
from the EMG-force function curves, proved to be highly
reproducible between experimental sessions. The slope
represents only the change in EMG activity due to the
production of force, and is thus a truly functional
parameter. It is not subject to the common distortions of
previously employed methods of electromyographic
quantification. Those traditional measurements might include
so-called resting-level activities, and/or background noise,
both of which would tend to increase the measured EMG value
artificially. If such additions were not consistent between
subjects, and between muscles, they could have distorted the
way that muscle contributions were evaluated in previous
investigations. The results from this study, however, show
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that the slope, being a functionally-derived measurement of
muscle activity, can serve as a useful and reliable
characteristic by which to compare muscle function between
subjects.
The EMG-force function y-intercept was not a repeatable
value between trials. This is probably because it is not a
true measurement of muscle activity, but actually a
projection of the force-function curve to the y-axis, where
force is presumed to be zero. The implication is that EMG-
force function curves are not truly linear; they probably
reflect more variable EMG responses to force, especially at
the extremes of force magnitude, as has been previously
cIaimed. 47.
D. Conclusions
The results from this study support the following
conclusions: (I) substantial variations in muscle function
exist between individuals, (2) acceptable reliability of
quantitative EMG values can be achieved by rigidly
controlling and quantifying functional activities during
experimental trials, (3) the slope of an EMG-force function
curve is a highly reproducible, quantitative, and
functionally-relevant measurement by which to assess muscle
function, and (4) the EMG-force function y-intercept is not
a reliable quantity by which to study muscle function
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characteristics.
The results from this study confirm the validity of the
use of the EMG-force function characteristic of slope as the
most reliable single measurement of the relative contribution
of a muscle toward bite force generation. In the second part
of this investigation, this measurement will be used to
quantify the contribution of various muscles to bite force
production. The slope of an EMG-force function curve
represents the average change in muscle activity
corresponding to a unit increase in bite force, over the
range of forces produced, and is thus a functionally-relevant
measurement of muscle activity. By applying a reliable,
quantitative method for assessing masticatory muscle
function, the relationship between muscle function and
craniofacial morphology can be more accurately elucidated.
The purpose of the second part of this investigation is to
determine the extent to which observed intersubj ect
variability in masticatory muscle function can be explained
/
by differences in facial morphology.
V. EMG-FORCE FUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS AND CRANIOFACIAL
MORPHOLOGY
Previous studies examining the relationship between
masticatory muscle function and craniofacial morphology have
been inconsistent in their results. The inability of these
studies to demonstrate strong links between facial form and
muscle function may have been due to three factors- (i) poor
experimental design, (2) neural control pattern variability,
and (3) individual differences in the physiologic properties
of the muscles themselves. It has been difficult to
interpret the significance of the results reported in
previous studies because control and quantification of oral
function during muscle activity measurements has been poor.
Utilizing the slope of EMG-force function curves to more
accurately quantify muscle function, this part of the
investigation was designed to determine the extent to which
the observed intersubject variability in muscle function
characteristics could be explained by differences in
craniofacial morphology. In an adult orthodontic patient
population, the following objectives were addressed- (I) to
describe the characteristics of masticatory muscle EMG-force
function relationships, (2) to determine the relative
contributions of masticatory muscles toward production of
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isometric bite force, (3) to determine the way in which EMG-
force function characteristics change as a function of degree
of jaw opening, and (4) to use these data as means for
determining whether differences in muscle function can be
related to intersubject variations in muscle location and
orientation.
A. Materials & Methods
The methods employed in this study were similar to those
previously described. Thus, the following section describes
only the differences in design between this part of the
investigation and the reproducibility study.
i. Subjects
Twelve adult patients beginning treatment at the
University of Connecticut Orthodontic Clinic during the study
period from July, 1988, through January, 1989, participated
in this study. In addition, four volunteers with previously
obtained lateral cephalometric films were included, bringing
the total number of subjects to sixteen. There were eight
males and eight females, with an average age of 26.7 +4.8
years. By Angle’ s classification of malocclusion, there were
6 Class I, 5 Class II division 1, 2 Class II division 2, and
3 Class III subjects.
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2. Electromyography
Surface electromyography of the left masseter, and left
anterior, middle, and posterior temporalis muscles, was
carried out using silver paint-on electrodes. Sites of
electrode placement were determined by palpation, and with
the aid of lateral cephalometric radiographs, as shown in
Figure 7. For the masseter, an area midway along a line
connecting the inferior border of the zygomatic arch to the
gonial angle was chosen. 13 Temporalis sites were determined
by dividing the temporal area into three equal parts while
having the subject clench and retrude the mandible. 8 The
interelectrode distance for each muscle was approximately 15
mm.
Storage of EMG signals was similar to the procedure
described for the reproducibility study. The signals from
each muscle were stored on separate channels of the
instrumentation recorder. EMG signal amplification levels
were adjusted individually to optimize the recording level
of each of the muscles studied.
3. Bite Force Measurements
The apparatus utilized for monitoring and recording bite
force magnitudes was identical to that described previously.
Ffgure 7
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4. Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure utilized in this study was
similar to the procedure used in the reproducibility study.
After electrode application and signal verification, lateral
photographs of each subject were taken to serve as a
reference for electrode placement locations. These
photographs were useful in data analysis for determining
approximate locations and orientations of the-muscle fibers
from which recordings were made. As previously described,
a calibration signal ( 300 V) was introduced for
standardization of the four muscle signals after adjusting
the amplification level for each muscle.
Bite forces were exerted as described before; in 1 kg
increments at force levels between 1 and 5 kg. In this part
of the investigation, however, muscle activity was recorded
at bite openings of 7, 8, 9, I0, ii, and 12 mm. Each subject
completed one experimental session lasting approximately 45
minutes.
5. Data Processing
The raw data from all four muscles, as well as the bite
force signal, were displayed simultaneously for visual
inspection on the Visicorder. A sample output is presented
in Figure 8. Signal processing procedures and processed EMG
displays were similar to those described in the
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reproducibility study. In this study, data from all four
muscles, as well as the bite force recordings, were viewed
simultaneously on the graphics display terminal. A sample
four-muscle processed signal display is presented in Figure
9. Average integrated EMG values and ranges for each subject
were recorded for each muscle, at each force level, and at
each bite opening.
6. Data Analysis
For each subject, plots of bite force (in kilograms)
versus integrated EMG (in microvolts) were constructed for
each muscle at each degree of vertical opening tested. A set
of EMG-force function curves from one subject in this study
is presented in Figure i0. Each of the four curves describes
the changes in the EMG activity for a different muscle as a
function of bite force at one level of vertical opening.
Because six different levels of vertical opening were
examined for each subject, it was not practical to present
the force-function curves at each level. For purposes of
standardization, curves derived from measurements made at 7
mm of bite opening, because it was the smallest opening
tested, are shown throughout. Changes in muscle function due
to bite opening are discussed later in this section.
Some previous studies utilizing EMG-force function
relationships have normalized data by expressing force and/or
Figure 8
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muscle activity as a percentage of maximum values. 13’’7 In
this study, it was of interest to observe the differences in
actual muscle activity exhibited between individuals when the
force levels generated were kept constant. Normalization by
expressing force magnitude or muscle activity as a percentage
of maximum could have masked these differences by elevating
such values in subjects with low bite force capacity or low
maximum EMG levels.
In the case of bite force normalization, a 25% maximum
bite, for example, would have represented a different actual
force magnitude for each subject, and thus would not have
allowed a comparison of the muscle activity required to
produce a given force between individuals. Likewise, for EMG
normalization, the measurement recorded would have
represented a percentage of the maximum muscle activity, with
a value such as 50% representing a different amount of actual
activity in various subjects.
In an example using two otherwise identical individuals;
the first with an efficiently positioned muscle, and the
second with an inefficiently positioned muscle, it would be
expected that the second muscle would show higher activity
to produce the same bite force as the first, no matter what
their maximum capabilities might be. If the second muscle,
however, had a greater maximum EMG capability, its value
expressed as a percentage would be decreased, thus masking
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the actual difference in activity exhibited.
To test for significant changes in EMG activity with
increases in force production in this study, a two-way
analysis of variance was used. In those muscles that did
show statistically significant increases in muscle activity
as a function of bite force production, linear regression
analysis was performed to determine the slope, or average
increase in EMG activity per unit of force production.
A three-way multivariate ANOVA was performed to
determine if there were significant differences in slopes
that could be attributed to differences in sex of the
subject, the muscle from which the data came, and/or the
vertical separation of the molars during recording.
Multiple regression analysis was used to determine
whether differences in muscle function between subjects could
be related to differences in the biomechanical relationships
of the muscles to the oral complex. Molar bite’ force
direction was assumed to be perpendicular to the functional
occlusal plane, and vectors were constructed on lateral
cephalometric tracings at the mesiobuccal cusp of the
maxillary first molar. 25 Muscle vectors were determined from
landmarks using methods similar to those used by previous
3,13,18,24investigators. For the masseter, a line from the most
inferior point of the gonial region, to a point 1 cm behind
the most posterior point of the curvature of the key ridge
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was used. Vectors for the temporal muscles were drawn as
lines from positions on the temporal fossa to the tip of the
coronoid process. Photographs taken of electrode placement
sites were used, to assist in verification of the actual
location and orientation of the muscle fibers studied, during
the construction of muscle vectors.
Standard lateral cephalometric films were available for
all subjects. The films were traced and digitized by the
same individual, and analyzed with a computer program
available in the orthodontic clinic. This program calculates
linear and angular cephalometric measurements based on 53
entered points. The points and reference planes used for
standard analysis are shown in Figure Ii, and the
cephalometric characteristics of the experimental group are
presented in Table 3.
Biomechanical relationships used for analysis included
the lengths of the moment arms of the various muscles, and
the length of the bite force moment arm. These were
calculated as the perpendicular distance from the appropriate
vector to the condyle.3"3’2 Also of interest were the
relative lengths of the muscle to bite force moment arms, and
the angulation of the various muscles to the occlusal,
Frankfort, and mandibular planes. A diagram of the relevant
characteristics is presented in Figure 12, and average
measurements for the experimental group are presented in
Figure I I
STANDARD CEPHALOIETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
Go
PNS
N
NF
OP
Keu to AbbreYiations- A, A point; ANS, Anterior Nasal Spine; Ar,
Articulate; B, B point; FH, Frankfort Horizontal (calculated as S-N
-/0); Gn, Gnathion; Go, Gonon; Me, Menton; PIP, Handibular Plane;
N, Nas]on; NF, Nasal Floor; OP, Functional Occlusal Plane; Pg,
Pogonion; PNS, Posterior Nasal Spine; S, Sella; S-N, Sella-Nasion.
Figure 1 2
Eliomecha.ical Characteristics
Keg to Abbreviations- AT. Anterior Temporalis Muscle Moment Arm;
MT. Middle Temporalfs Ploment Arm; PT, Posterior Temporz;s Homent
Arm; MM. Masseter Muscle Moment Arm; BF. Bite-Force Moment Arm;
OP, Occlusal Plane; FH. Frankfort Horizontal (Calculated as S-N- 70);
MP, Mandibular Plane.
Table 4.
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TabLe 3
CEPHALOIIETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERINENTAL
Average S. Dew. Range
Cranial Base
S-N (ram) 76.1 +/- 5.7
N-S-Ar (0) 125.7 +/- 4.3
Maxi ary
PNS-A (FH) (mm) 52.4 :1:4.1
N-A (FH) (ram) -2.2 :1:0.6
NF-FH () 1.0 :i: 3.3
Mandibular
Ar-Pg (mm) 120.0 :1:12.5
Ar-Pg (FH) (ram) 86.9 :1:10.0
Oo-Ar (nzn) 55.2 +/- 6.1
Pg-Go (ram) 81.9 +/- 6.3
N-S (FH) (ram) -8.6 :i: 6.1
At-Go-Me () 123.5 +/- 8.3
MP-FH (0) 25.9 +/- 7.1
Y (ram) 135.8 :i: 8.8
Y-FH (o) 61.2 +/- 3.7
Vertical
Ans-Me (pFH) (nan) 72.4 +/- 5.5
N-He (pFH) (ram) 129.6 +/- 7.8
S-Go (pFH) (ram) 8/+.8 +/- 8.0
Ans-Me/N-Me () 55.9 +/- 2.2
N-He/S-Go (Y.) 153.6 +/-11.3
profile / lntermxillary
N-A-Pg () 3.8 +/- 5.6
A-B (FH) (mm) -6.5 +/- 4.9
A-B (OP) (mn) -0.6 +/- 0.6
Molar (Class I) (m) 0.3 +/- 2.5
Overbite (mm) 2.4 +/- 2.2
Overjet (mm) 3.5 +/- 2.2
67.6 90.9
117.7- 131.3
46.5 62.1
-7.6 +0.5
0.4 6.9
106.2- 155.5
67.8- 107.6
45.5 69.5
67.5 94.2
-18.9 +2.2
109.4- 135.8
11.1 36.8
119.1 151.5
54.4 67.4
63.0 81.0
112.0 144.0
73.0 99.0
52.0 60.0
127.0- 171.0
-7.9 +13.4
-13.7 +3.2
-I0.8 +5.1
-5.0 +5.0
-1.5 +6.0
-1.5 +9.0
B. Results
I. The Nature of EMG-Tension Relationships
For the 16 subjects involved in this study, average
processed EMG activities for each muscle at each level of
force production are presented in Table 5, and displayed
graphically in Figure 13. Consistent increases in EMG
activity with increases in bite force were noted for the
6?
Fgure 1 3
EHG vs. FORCE
Summarg Data
7 mm Bite Opening
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PIlD. TENPORALIS *
ANT. TEHPORAL IS *
NASSETER *
.5 ;5 2 2;5 z; 4 ,.5 5 5.5
Bite Force (kg)
Statisticallg significant increases in EPIG actiyitg vith bite
force production vere found for the masseter, and anterior and
midd|e temporalis musc|es.
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masseter, and anterior and middle temporalis muscles. These
increases were found to be statistically significant for
these three muscles (two-way analysis of variance: masseter,
p<. 001; anterior temporalis, p<. 001; and middle temporalis,
p<.01). No significant changes in EMG as a function of bite
force were noted for the posterior temporalis muscle (p>. i0).
B!CIIECHAN CALLY-DERIVIED CEPHALOMETRIC CHARACTERI ST CS
Average S. Dev. Range
Moment Arm Length (m)
Masseter 46.6 t 4.7 39 56
Anterior Temp. 35.5 5.3 24 43
Middle Temp. 28.8 +/- 2.7 24 33
Posterior Temp. 4.6 +/- 4.0 0 11
Huscte/Bite Vector Homent Arm (%)
Sasseter 73.6 +/- 6.1 63 80
Anterior Temp. 56.2 +/- 8.7 34 69
Middle Temp. 45.5 +/- 5.9 38 57
Posterior Temp. 7.5 + 6.7 0 20
AnSlte to Frankfort Ptane
Masseter 60.7 +/- 4.7 51 69
Anterior Temp. 65.9 13.9 36- 87
MiddLe Temp. 111.8 10.0 92 129
Posterior Temp. 158.2 +/- 7.5 147- 176
Angte to occtusat Ptane (,,)
Masseter 67.6 5.5 55 75
Anterior Temp. 73.3 +/-15.6 43- 100
Middle Temp. 119.2 +/-11.2 99 134
Posterior Temp. 165.6 +/- 8.5 147- 181
Angte to Manclibutar Ptane ()
Masseter 89.0 t 6.0 75 98
Anterior Temp. 94.3 +/-14.9 70 126
Middle Temp. 140.1 +/-10.5 126 160
Posterior Temp. 186.5 +/- 9.0 176 206
Results from the reproducibility study had suggested
that the EMG-tension relationships observed were probably not
uniformly linear. This was discussed with reference to the
non-reproducibility of y-intercept values which were
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calculated as a projection of linear functions to the y-axis.
Visual inspection of the data from this study also indicated
that variously shaped curves were possible. Three commonly
observed curve types are presented in Figure 14. Subject 13
(Figure 14, curve a) demonstrated an approximately linear
EMG-force function curve for the masseter indicating an
equivalent muscular contribution at both high and low force
levels. For subject 12 (Figure 14, curve b), the muscle
contributed more at high bite force magnitudes than at lower
ones, as demonstrated by the gradually increasing slope of
the curve. The reverse was true for subject i0 (Figure 14,
curve c). In this case, large activity increases occurred
to produce force increments at low levels, but the muscle did
not continue to augment its contraction level to the same
degree at higher force magnitudes.
TabLe 5
ENG ACTIV[TIES BY FORCE LEVEL (7 tomb Opening)
microvotts (+/- S.E.)
Masseter Ant. Temp. Md. Temp. Post. Temp.
kg. 10.9 (+/-2.2) 10.8 (+/-2.2) 12.1 (+/-4.0) 14.1 (+/-4.0)
2 kg. 23.3 (+/-4.1) 16.1 (+/-2.2) 17.7 (+/-3.7) 12.6 (+/-3.1)
3 kg. 38.5 (+/-6.7) 23.0 (+/-2.9) 23.3 (+/-4.0) 14.5 (+/-2.8)
4 kg. 55.3 (+/-9.4) 30.6 (+/-4.1) 31.7 (+/-6.0) 16.1 (+/-3.2)
5 kg. 66.9 (+/-9.5) 37.9 (+/-4.8) 36.2 C+/-7.1) 23.2 (+/-4.6)
Max. Ctench 351 (+/-52) 297 (+/-76) 375 (+/-55) 282 (+/-35)
Significant increases in EMG with force p<.O01; *p<.01
Most of the subjects exhibited approximately linear
relationships between muscle activity and bite force over the
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Figure 1 4
EHG- Force Function Curves
Hasseter Pluscle
7 mm Bite Opening
8o
70
GO
50,
40,
3O
2O
10
0 2 3 4 5 6 7
Force (kg)
a. Muscle shovs even increase in contraction throughout
range of forces produced, b. Shovs higher contribution at
higher forces, c. Shovs Zover (C)ontribution at higher forces.
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range of forces produced, but this appeared to depend also
on the magnitude of molar separation. There was no
consistent association between a particular muscle and curve
type, nor were there consistent patterns of changes in curve
shape as a function of bite opening.
2. Muscular Contributions for Generating Bite Force
In the previous section it was shown that all of the
muscles studied, except the posterior temporalis, provided
significant contributions to the generation of bite force.
For the masseter, and anterior and middle temporalis muscles,
linear regression analysis was used to determine the average
increase in EMG activity per kilogram of force over the range
of bite forces studied.
Differences attributable to sex of the subject, degree
of molar separation, and/or the muscle being examined were
determined by three-way multivariate ANOVA. The results are
presented in Table 6. No significant differences were found
to be related to the sex of the subject (p>.10), so male and
female data were pooled for further analysis.
Of the 16 subjects involved in the study, 12 exhibited
greater increases in EMG activity with force from the
masseter muscle than from the other muscles examined. Two
had greater contribution from the anterior temporalis, and
two from the middle temporalis. As expected, none of the
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participants had primary contributions from the posterior
temporalis muscle, although some contribution was detected
TabLe 6
DIFFERENCES |N MUSCLE ACTIVITY DUE TO SEX, BITE OPENING, NUSCLE TYPE
3-Slay 14uLtivariate AMOVA
haracterist ic p-vatue
Sex . 10
Amount of Bite Opening <.001
Huscte Studied <.001
in three subjects. The posterior temporalis muscle of
Subject 6 exhibited the greatest change in EMG activity with
force, and that subject’s EMG-force function curves are
displayed in Figure 15. In this case posterior temporalis
contribution approached that of the other muscles of
mastication. This was unusual, however, and could have been
due to anatomical differences. A more common pattern was
demonstrated by Subject 5, as seen in Figure 16. This
subject was one of the other two participants who displayed
increasing posterior temporalis activity with force. For
this subject, the slope of the posterior temporalis EMG-force
function curve was considerably lower than those of the other
masticatory muscles, especially the middle temporalis.
Average EMG increases per unit of force production for
the masseter, and anterior and middle temporalis muscles are
presented in Table 7, and compared graphically in Figure 17.
There was substantial variation among subjects as evidenced
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Figure 1 5
EPIG- Force Function Relationshi ps
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Figure 1 6
EMG-Force Function Relationships
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7 mm ifte Opening
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by the wide difference in contributions from the masseter
muscle in particular; ranges were from a low of 3.4 V/kg in
one subject to a high of 34.5 V/kg in another. Significant
differences in EMG-force function slope values (p<.001)
between muscle types were detected by the three-way ANOVA
(Table 6). Increments of masseter muscle activity were found
to be significantly greater than either division of the
temporalis muscle (p<.001). No differences were found in the
amount of activity change exhibited by the anterior versus
the middle part of the temporalis. Instead, muscle activity
increments from these two parts of the temporalis were found
to be significantly correlated (r=.68, p<.01). In addition,
there were no differences in recorded EMG activity among any
of the four muscles during maximum clenching (p>.20) as shown
in Table 5 and Figure 18.
3. Muscle Activity and Bite Opening
The observed changes in muscle contribution to bite
force production for each muscle as a function of bite
opening are summarized in Table 8. There were significant
differences in activity increments as a function of molar
separation (three-way ANOVA, table 6: p<. 001). Masseter
muscle contribution was highest at 7 mm of molar separation,
averaging 14.7 V/kg. In opening from 8 to ii mm, average
activity increments decreased to a minimum of 5.6 V/kg, and
Figure 1 7
EHG-Force Function Slope Comparison
m Masseter muscle EMG-Force function slope values vere signifcantll
greater than those of the anterior and midd|e tempera|is mus]es(p<.O01).
Posterior temporalis data is shorn for comparison.
??
Figure ! 8
Maxi m.m EMG Actfvftfes
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Muscle
No sgnificant 4ifference in maximum EMG activitg vas exhibited
betveen the four musc|es studied.
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then increased again at 12 mm to 11.7 V/kg. As shown in
Figure 19, these trends were similar for all three muscles
with significant contributions to bite force. Statistically
significant changes with bite opening, however, were found
only for the masseter muscle (p<.001).
TabLe 7
AVERAGE EMG INCREASE PER KILOGRAM FORCE PRODUCTIOM
7 m Bite Opening
EMG Increase
(vV/kg) (+/- S.E.)
Masseter* 14.7 (,2.3)
Ant. Temp. 6.2 (+1.1)
Mid. Temp... 5.7 (+2.0)
Post. Temp. 1.4 (+1.3)
Range
3.4- 34.5
-0.2 13.1
-4.4- 25.8
-6.0 11.4
Significantty greater contribution p<.O01
Posterior Temporatis data is provided for comparison
Tabte 8
CHANGES IM MUSCLE COMTRIBUTIOM WITH BITE OPENING
Bite M u s c e A c t v t y / V / k g . S E
Opening Masseter Ant. Temp... Rid. Temp. Post. Ten,p,
7mm 14.7 (,2.3) 6.2 (,1.1) 5.7 (,2.0) 1.4 (,I.3)
8 mm 11.9 (,I.9) 6.2 (,1.1) 5.9 (,I.5) -.9 (,I.8)
9 mm *6.4 (,I.4) 4.3 (,1.2) 3.0 (,I.1) 1.2 (,0.5)
"510 mm .7 (,1.0) 3.5 (,1.0) 1.8 (,0.8) 0.0 (,0.9)
"511 ,m .6 (,0.9) 3.5 (,1.1) 1.9 (,0.9) 1.9 (,1.8)
12 .m 11.7 (,2.2) 4.4 (+0.9) 4.7 (+0.9) 0.8 (,1.3)
Significantly tess muscLe.activity per kilogram p<.O01
Posterior Te:ratis data is provided for cpteteness
For the masseter, significantly lower activity changes
with force production were found at 9, i0, and ii mm of
opening. Of the 16 subjects studied, 5 exhibited minimum
increases in masseter EMG activity with bite force production
at 9 mm (Figure 20a), 2 at I0 mm (Figure 20b), and 7 at Ii
mm (Figure 20c) of molar separation- The two remaining
Filure 19
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Figure 20
EHG-Force Function Slope vs. Bite Opening
Four Subjects
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subjects showed no clear differences in muscle activity
changes with bite opening (Figure 20d)
Muscle Function and Craniofacial Morphology
a Biomechanical Analysis
For each muscle, six biomechanically-derived
cephalometric measurements were used to determine the
relationship between the muscle’s EMG-force function slope
and its position relative to the oral complex. Simple
regression analysis was utilized to describe trends in
individual biomechanical characteristics that might have been
related to muscle function. The results are presented in
Table 9.
Table 9
CORRELATIONS OF IJSCLE FUNCTION WITH BIOMECHAMICAL MEASURES
Regression Coefficients
Masseter Ant. Temp; Mid. Temp.
Muscle Moment Arm Length -.41 +.04 +.44
Effective Moeent Arm
(Muscle/Bite Som. Arm Length) -.31 +.03 +.27
Difference in Muscle and
Bite Force Mom. Arm Lengths -.04 .01 .31
Ang e of Musc e
to Occtusat PLane +.05 +.09 -.24
Ang e of Musc e
to Mandibular Plane +.10 -. 13 +.09
Angte of Musc e
to Frankfort Plane +.49" +.06 -.27
*p<. 05
Subjects with longer absolute and relative muscle moment
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arms showed generally lower masseter muscle contributions to
bite force. Likewise, subjects with masseter muscles that
were more perpendicular to the Frankfort plane exhibited
lower EMG-force function slope values. For the anterior and
middle temporalis, trends were less clear, but tended to be
in the opposite direction. Those subjects with middle
temporalis orientations more perpendicular to the Frankfort
horizontal, and with longer moment arms, showed generally
greater temporalis contributions to bite force production.
Multiple regression analysis, however, revealed that the
biomechanical characteristics examined were not significantly
different among subjects (p>.20). This could indicate that
variability in muscle function characteristics is
attributable to other factors, or that the information
available from two-dimensional lateral cephalometric films
is inadequate to accurately determine the biomechanical
relationships between masticatory muscles and facial skeletal
structures.
b. Cephalometric Analysis
To further explore the possibility that differences in
skeletal morphology were related to differences in muscle
function, groups of variables representing various facial
components were tested for their correlation with muscle
function using multiple regression analysis. Cephalometric
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measurements were chosen to describe characteristics of
mandibular morphology, facial heights, and sagittal
relationships, as presented in Table i0.
Table 10
CEPHALOMETR]C CHARACTER|ST]CS USED FOR IX)RRELAT[OIi ltZTH NUSCLE ACT]V]TY
Mandibuta Characteristics
Mandibular PLane MP-FH
Gon a Ang e Ar-Go-Me
Y-Axis Y-FH
Length Ar-Pg
Projected Length Ar-Pg (FH)
Ramat Height Go-At
Body Length Pg-Go
Facial Heights
Posterior Facial Height
Anterior Facial Height
Lower Facial Height
Anterior Proportions
Facial Proportions
S-Go (pFH)
N-Re (pFH)
Arts-Me (pFH)
LFH/AFH
AFH/PFH
S,agittat Characteristics
Facial Convexity
Denture Base to Frankfort
Denture Base to Occtusat PLane
Anterior Mandibular Position
Posterior Mandibular Position
N-A-Pg
A-B (FH)
A-B (OP)
N-B (FH)
Ar-PTH (FH)
The results of the multiple regression analyses are
presented in Table ii, and reveal that significant
associations between muscle function and morphology were
found only between masseter muscle function and mandibular
characteristics (p<. 02) Of the total masseter muscle
function variability, 42% could be related to the single
cephalometric measurement of the projection of the mandibular
length on the Frankfort plane (Ar-Pg(FH)). Subjects with
long and flatly oriented mandibles would generally have the
largest Ar-Pg (FH) measurements. These subjects had the
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smallest masseter muscle contribution toward bite force
production.
TabLe 11
NUSCLE FUNCTION CRANZOFACIAL CHARACTERISTICS
NuLtipLe CorreLation AnaLysis
M,a.sseter Ant. T,emp,..,, Mid. Temp.
Mahdi bular Morphology p<.02 n.s. n.s.
Faciat Heights n.s. n.s. n.s.
SagittaL ReLationships n.s. n.s. n.s.
The data from two of the study’s participants appear in
Figures 21 and 22, and illustrate the overall relationships
observed between facial morphology and muscle function. The
cephalometric characteristics of Subject ii (Figure 21)
exemplified those of a patient with a theoretically
inefficient muscle configuration (as predicted by anatomic
studies17’18’25 and biomechanical models3’25) This subject had a
long lower facial height (Ans-Me(pFH) 71.3 mm), with a
steep mandibular plane angle (MP-FH 36.8 ) The mandible
itself was short (Ar-Pg(FH) 70.0 mm), with an obtuse gonial
angle (Ar-Go-Me 132.3 ) The EMG-force function diagram
for this subject showed a very high masseter contribution to
bite force production (25.5 V/kg) and a substantial
contribution from the anterior temporalis muscle (9.4 V/kg)
Conversely, Subject 15, whose data appear in Figure 22,
presented with a short lower facial height (Ans-Me(pFH)
63.5 mm) and flat mandibular plane (MP-FH 16.7 ) The
Figure 2 I
ErlG-Force Function Curves
Subject I !
7 mm Bite Opening
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Subject 1 I, Cephalometric Characteristics- ANS-Ple (pFH)
71.3 ram; &r-Pg (FH) = 70.0 ram; PIP-FH 36.8’, /r-Go-Ple
132.3. Plasseter EHG-Force Function Slope 25.5 ,,V/kg.
Figure 22
EIIG- Force Function Curves
Subject 1 5
7 mm Bite Opening
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Subject 15, Cephalometric Characteristics- &NS-Me (pFH)
63.5 mm; Ar-Pg (FH) 89.3 mm; HP-FH 16.7; At-Go-Pie
1 ! 0.1. Plasseter EPIG-For(C)e Function Slope 6.2 uV/kg.
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mandible was long (Ar-Pg(FH) 89.3 mm), and had an acute
gonial angle (At-Go-Me = ii0.1) These characteristics
would be associated with a presumably efficient muscle
configuration as determined by anatomic and biomechanical
analysis. As predicted, this subject displayed lower overall
muscle activity changes as a function of bite force
production. A comparison of the data from the two subjects
reveals that Subject Ii, with the inefficient muscle
configuration, had a masseter muscle EMG-force function slope
that was four times as great as that exhibited by Subject 15
( 6.2 ;V/kg) In accordance with biomechanical and
cephalometric predictions, this would indicate that the first
subject s masseter would have had to contract to a
substantially greater degree in order to achieve the same
bite force as the masseter muscle from the second subject.
However, as stated previously, there was considerable
variation in muscle function that remained unexplained by
differences in the biomechanical and cephalometric conditions
examined. The data from Subject 8 is presented in Figure 23
and illustrates this variability. This subject was
cephalometrically similar to Subject ii in that there was an
increased lower facial height (Ans-Me(pFH) 69.0 mm), steep
mandibular plane (MP-FH 34.2 ), short mandible (Ar-Pg(FH)
67.8 mm), and an obtuse gonial angle (Ar-Go-Me 130.6 )
The EMG-force function curve slopes from the muscles of this
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subject (masseter slope 10.9 V/kg), however, more closely
resembled those of Subject 15 who presented with an opposite
cephalometric profile.
Subject 9, whose data is shown in Figure 24 had mixed
cephalometric findings. This subject presented with a long
lower facial height (Ans-Me(pFH) = 78.7 mm) and slightly
short mandible (Ar-Pg(FH) = 82.4 mm), but also had an acute
gonial angle (Ar-Go-Me 109.4 ) and flat mandibular plane
(MP-FH 22.9 ) The slope of the masseter EMG-force
function curve was high (21.4 V/kg), approaching that of
Subject ii, further demonstrating that force-related muscle
function could not be predicted from morphologic findings.
These examples illustrate the general trends observed
in the relationship between muscle function and craniofacial
morphology, but also demonstrate the extent of variation in
muscle function that can not be explained by biomechanical
or standard cephalometric characteristics. To further
explore the possible association between muscle function and
mandibular morphology, two cephalometrically-derived
measurements not used in the standard analysis were
considered. These represented ramal width and coronoid
process height, and their average values among the subjects
are presented in Table 12. These measurements have
previously been associated with the overall development of
’"" respectively, and’ and temporalis muscles,the masseter,
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Figure :2:3
EHG- Force Function Curves
Subject 8
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Subject 8, Cephalometric Characteristics- AFIS-Ple (pFH) =
Gg.0 ram; Ar-Pg (FH) 67.8 ram; MP-FH 3;4.20; At-Go-He
= 13;0.6. Masseter EMG-For(C)e Function Slope 10.9 uV/kg.
Fgure 24
EPIG- Force Function Curves
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Subject 9. Cephalometrc Characteristics" ANS-He (pFH) =
78.7 mm; kr-Pg (FH) = 82.4 ram; MP-FH 22.9,- Ar-Go-Me
= 109.4. Masseter EHG-Foroe Function Slope = 21.4 uV/k9.
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were used in this part of the study for descriptive purposes,
as second order approximations of muscle development.
Simple correlation analysis demonstrated that ramal
width was significantly negatively correlated with masseter
activity (r=-. 71, p<. 01), and coronoid height was
significantly positively correlated with both middle (r=.57,
p<. 02 ) and anterior temporalis (r=. 60, p<. 02 ) muscle
contributions, thus demonstrating a possible relationship
between muscle development and the activity associated with
bite force production.
Table 12
L &I]DTH AMD CORONOI’D HEIGHT
Average (mm) ,(t S.D.) Range
Ramat Width 32.7 (+/-2.4) 29- 37
Coronoid Height 11.8 (+/-0.7) 8 17
*significantty corretated with masseter activity (r=-.71; p<.01)
significantty corretated with tel:raLis activity (r=.60; p<.021
C. DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of this part of the investigation
was to determine whether observed variability in muscle
function could be attributed to individual differences in
craniofacial morphology. This study also provided data
relevant to other questions concerning masticatory muscle
function, in particular, the nature of EMG-force function
relationships, relative contributions of individual
masticatory muscles toward bite force production, and how
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these contributions change as a function of bite opening.
i. Muscle Function and Craniofacial Morphology
While previous studies have shown that subjects with
long mandibles, flat mandibular planes, acute gonial angles,
and short lower facial heights generally exhibit the greatest
masticatory muscle activity during function, I’’4 this study
shows a trend toward lower muscle activity changes as a
function of bite force in these types of subjects. Multiple
regression analysis showed significantly less masseter muscle
activity increase per kilogram of bite force generation in
subjects whose mandibles were long, and flatly oriented
(p<. 02 ).
Anatomic and cephalometric studies’’’ have shown that
these types of subjects have, what would be considered to be
by a biomechanical analysis of oral function, the most
efficient muscle positions and orientations for generating
bite force. It is logical, therefore, that to produce a
given amount of force, the muscles in these subjects would
need to contract less. The contradiction with previous
studies is probably due to the lack of control of function
in those experiments. It has been shown that these same
types of subjects are also capable of producing the greatest
bite forces. ’’s Since the amount of force produced in
previous studies was not measured, it is likely that these
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subjects exhibited higher muscle activities because they were
biting harder.
Correlations of muscle function with biomechanically-
derived parameters show that biomechanics probably plays only
a minor role in force-related masticatory muscle function.
As predicted by mathematical models, more favorably
positioned and oriented masseter muscles show less activity
per increment of bite force in general, and therefore can be
assumed to be functioning more efficiently. This is
illustrated by the data presented from subjects ii and 15,
whose EMG-force function characteristics were consistent with
currently accepted biomechanical models. On the other hand,
when anterior and middle temporalis muscles are positioned
favorably, they tend to contribute more to bite force
production. This suggests that at functional force levels,
the masseter, as the primary contributor to isometric bite
force production, benefits from its favorable biomechanical
advantage by contracting less. This may be enhanced-by
synergistic muscle contractions, as in the case of favorably
positioned temporalis muscles. Likewise, a masseter with
poor biomechanical positioning may benefit from favorable
temporalis location and orientation, by relying on temporalis
contractions to aid in force production.
Statistically, this study showed no significant
correlation of muscle activity to a number of biomechanical
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parameters. The inability to map EMG-force function
characteristics to morphological features is clearly
illustrated by the data from subjects 8 and 9, whose muscle
function data did not conform to predictions based on
biomechanical models. That biomechanical analysis does not
explain a significant amount of the differences in muscle
function observed between subjects is not surprising given
the complexity of the oral system. Synergistic contraction
of other masticatory muscles to aid a biomechanically
unfavorably positioned masseter muscle, for example, may
lessen the need for that muscle to contract more than its
more efficient counterpart, and may therefore dampen the
effect of biomechanical influences on muscle function. This
would represent an adaptation of the neural control system
for oral function in order to minimize the disadvantageous
effects of unfavorable biomechanical situations.
Generally, neural control of jaw functions such as
speech and mastication are poorly understood. Neural
function patterns may adapt to different biomechanical
situations, or to perform different types of activities. ’s
Gay and Piecuch, s in a study examining the coordination of
eight muscle groups during different oral functions in i0
subjects, showed that the temporal pattern of muscle activity
varied between functions, as well as among individuals. They
concluded that differences in motor strategies, as well as
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differences in morphology, contribute to individual
differences in function.
The quantitative contribution of a particular muscle
toward achieving a given function may also affect neural
control patterning. For example, various muscles are known
to contribute to the development of bite force, but the
relative importance of each during functional activities has
been controversial. Data from a study by Pancherz5 indicated
that the relative contribution from a given muscle toward
chewing depends on the individual, and there may be a
different relative contribution during another task, such as
clenching.
Likewise, the innervation ratio (muscle fiber to nerve
fiber) may vary within a given muscle between individuals and
between muscles within the same individual The
relationship of variation in innervation patterning between
and within muscles, to variations in oral function, is
unknown.
Overall skeletal development, also, and especially the
size of the cranium and the bone mass of related structures,
may effect the way that muscles function. The ability to
generate bite force has been correlated to body build, and
specifically to body height measurements. These
characteristics may also be related to the degree of
development of the masticatory muscles themselves. I’’7
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Muscle mass has been shown to differ significantly among
individuals, and may be an important determinant of the role
amuscle plays during function. 24’’7’ The mass of a muscle is
determined both by the number of the fibers contained within
it, and the size of those individual fibers. Until recently,
muscle mass could not be directly ascertained by conventional
radiographic techniques. A study by Sasaki et al. measured
the maximum bite force capabilities of eleven adults and
correlated them to the cross-sectional size of the
masticatory muscles as determined by magnetic resonance
images. It was found that maximum bite force was more highly
correlated to muscle cross-sectional area than to
biomechanically-derived measurements, such as differences in
the length of a muscle’s moment arm. Though cross-sectional
area is not a true representation of muscle mass, it is
believed to be related to muscle strength.
A recent study of 25 adult males by Gionhaku and Lowe71
suggested a relationship between masticatory muscle volume
and craniofacial morphology. Muscle volume was measured
using CT scans with cross sections taken every 8 mm.
Significantly negative correlations were found between
masseter muscle volume and mandibular plane angle (r -.49),
and gonial angle (r .49), and a positive correlation was
found with posterior facial height (r .58) These results
suggest a relationship between the degree of masticatory
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muscle development and craniofacial morphology.
Muscle development is difficult to assess wit standard
cephalometric radiographs, but some indication may be deduced
by observing local changes in bones at muscle attachment
sites. Increased width of the mandibular ramus has been
associated with increased masseter development, ’’’9 while a
longer coronoid process has been associated with a more well-
developed temporalis muscle. ’’’ In this study, larger ramal
widths were significantly correlated with lower masseter
activities (p<. 01) Since larger ramal width might suggest
a more well-developed masseter, the muscle may need to
contract less to produce a given increment of bite force.
In contrast, longer coronoid processes were significantly
correlated with higher temporalis contribution to bite force
production (p<. 02), indicating that more well-developed
temporal muscles are more iikely to make greater
contributions to bite force production.
Lastly, the physiological properties of muscles and
muscle fibers themselves may vary among individuals, and even
within a given muscle. Specifically, muscle function may
depend on the relative numbers and distribution patterns of
various muscle fiber types. TM It is likely that changes in
fiber type73 and diameter, but not changes in fiber number,
may occur as an adaptation to changing environmental
stresses. ’’4 This may be related to muscle mass as it would
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be seen in a cross-sectional view. Another consideration,
however, is the way in which muscle function changes as the
muscle varies in length. It is apparent from this study that
small changes in the position of the mandible can cause large
alterations in the way a given muscle contributes to bite
force. In various subjects, different openings of maximum
efficiency were found, and this may affect the results of
comparisons of muscle function at constant degrees of opening
between subjects.
2. Muscle Activity and Bite Force
a. Individual Muscle Contributions
Statistically significant increases in EMG activity with
increases in bite force were found for the masseter, and
anterior and middle, but not the posterior temporalis
muscles. These results agree with accepted theories
concerning the function of the various masticatory muscles
and are consistent with biomechanical concepts of mandibular
movement. As shown by this study, the posterior temporalis,
whose fibers are not oriented in a direction parallel to the
production of bite force, can not be expected to
significantly contribute to bite force production, at least
during isometric biting. Its primary function is to
facilitate mandibular retrusion, and it may also help in
mandibular stabilization. Temporal muscle activity has been
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shown to increase when positioning of the mandible is more
critical to the functional activity being performed.
Although there were no significant differences in EMG
activity recorded from the various muscles during maximum
clenching, the masseter muscle showed the greatest overall
contribution to isometric bite force at functional force
levels. This is in contrast to some previous studies that
have shown higher temporalis activity, or no difference
between the two, 5 during mastication. This may be due to one
of several differences between this and previous studies.
First, there may be a difference between a muscle’s
relative contribution during mastication as compared to
during isometric bite force production. During mastication,
it is possible that temporalis activity is higher, especially
near intercuspation. As the jaw is positioned at occlusion,
temporalis activity may increase in order to assist in
stabilizing the mandible.
Second, there may be a change in the relative
contribution of a muscle as force levels increase beyond
those examined in this study. This would imply that during
the production of higher forces, temporalis contributions
become more important, and that normal chewing forces are
greater than those recorded in this study. The forces
generated in this investigation, however, are considered to
be within the range produced during mastication.
I00
Finally, utilization of EMG-force function curve slopes
in this study to evaluate muscle function may have diminished
the contribution of noise to quantitative EMG activity
measurements, thereby improving the reliability of
intermuscle activity comparisons. Since EMG recording from
the temporalis muscle in the past has been complicated by
local conditions (for example: surface electrodes had to be
placed in the hair), previous investigators had either
tolerated higher noise levels or altered electrode design. 6
Either alternative would have introduced a noise factor
between recordings. In this study, the use of directly
applied, paint-on electrodes, and the method of analysis
using EMG-force function slope as the basis for quantitative
comparison, may have eliminated or minimized this
differential noise factor.
The high variability noted in EMG-force function slope
values between subjects in this investigation was similar to
that observed by Lippold in limb muscles. 47 Differences in
masseter activity between subjects are of special interest
because of the masseter’s role as the primary contributor to
bite force production. That masseter muscle EMG-force
function curve slopes exhibited high variability suggests
that the amount of muscle contraction required to produce
equivalent amounts of bite force is different in various
subjects. Similarly, differences in anterior and middle
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temporalis contributions were noted among subjects, though
the absolute magnitudes of variation were not as great. This
suggests that the extent to which the temporalis muscle may
act as an auxilliary to bite force production is also
different between individuals. It might be expected, for
example, that an individual with a relatively weak or
ineffective masseter muscle might exhibit higher temporalis
activity in order to compensate for this deficiency during
bite force production. Consistent associations, however,
between masseter and temporalis muscle activity changes as
a function of force were not observed in this study.
b. Changes in Muscle Activity with Bite Opening
The amount of EMG activity change with bite force
recorded from the masticatory muscles in this study was
dramatically affected by the degree of vertical opening at
which isometric bite force was produced. For the masseter
muscle especially, a small change in molar separation caused
significant variation in the observed EMG-force function
slope value. Therefore, in any study examining the
mechanisms of masticatory muscle function, the contribution
of the effects from changes in bite opening should be
considered, and this variable should be controlled as much
as possible.
The pattern of changing muscle activity increments as
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a function of bite opening observed in this study was
contrary to traditional concepts of masticatory muscle
performance which hold that the masticatory muscles function
most efficiently at the mandibular rest position, or at
intercuspation. ’m It is interesting to note that, in this
study, a minimum EMG increase with an increase in force
occurred between 9 and Ii mm of molar separation, which is
beyond the 2 to 4 mm of opening considered to be the rest
position of the mandible, and well beyond intercuspal
position. Other investigators, however, have also observed
apparent increases in muscle efficiency at large bite
openings 4.,..37
In 1964, Garrett et al. 4 noted decreased EMG activity at
any given force level as bite openings (measured at the
canine) were increased from 7 to 27 mm. Also recording from
the masseter muscle, Manns et al. found that of eight
subjects, six displayed minimum EMG activity at about 20 mm
of jaw opening (measured at the canine) with constant
isometric tension, while two had a minimum close to 15 ram.
This was consistent with plots of bite force versus opening,
recorded at constant EMG activity, where the same six
subjects achieved maximum bite force at 20 mm of opening and
two at 15 mm.
The finding that masticatory muscles seem to function
most effectively at large bite openings is further
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substantiated in a study by Fields et al. where ,maximum bite
force capability was studied as a function of vertical
opening. The effect of vertical opening on the maximum bite
force capabilities of eight adults was examined, and it was
found that a maximum force, averaging 17.6 _+7.1 kg, could be
generated when the incisors were separated by 20 mm.
The observations of decreasing muscle activity with bite
opening in this and previous studies, however, can not be
interpreted simply. Observed changes as a function of molar
separation have three possible explanations.
First, decreases in the relative contributions from the
muscles examined can be accompanied by increased
contributions from muscles not studied, such as the medial
or lateral pterygoids, and may explain the apparent decrease
in muscle EMG activity increments with bite opening. Since
actual bite force capability also increases with bite
however it is unlikely that this could completelyopening,
explain the phenomenon.
Second, improvements in muscle biomechanical advantage
with bite opening could account for decreasing muscle
activity changes to produce equivalent bite forces.
Biomechanical models of mandibular elevation, however, do not
support this explanation. They would, in contrast, predict
minor increases in activity as the mandible rotates open and
backward, thereby decreasing muscle moment arm lengths and
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worsening their biomechanical advantages. 3’
Finally, it has been shown that the physiologic
properties of an individual muscle fiber’ s ability to
generate tension changes as it is stretched.’ It is likely
that whole muscle function characteristics also change as
muscle length increases due to bite opening. For example,
Muhl et al. found that stimulation of the rabbit digastric
muscle developed the highest tetanic force capability at a
length greater than the jaw-closed position. They speculated
that this length corresponded to the protrusive position of
the rabbit jaw when grooming with the upper and lower incisor
teeth. Also, Nordstrom and Yemm found that maximum twitch
tension in the rat masseter muscle was greatest when the
mouth was opened 8 mm from occlusion.
These animal experiments, along with the data from human
studies, suggest that maximum masticatory efficiency occurs
at a point of jaw opening well beyond rest position. As
supported by these studies, this phenomenon is probably the
result of a physiologic property of the muscles themselves,
rather than due to biomechanical influences or neural control
patterning. Rest position has been shown, in rats, to be
determined by tissue elasticity,m and it is logical to
believe that muscles would function effectively at rest
position. Rest position, however, is close to intercuspal
position. In order to allow for relatively effective
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functioning of the elevator muscles through a full range of
jaw positions, it is probable that maximum efficiency occurs
at a degree of opening beyond rest position.
D. Conclusions
The results from this study support the following
conclusions: (i) the masseter, and to a lesser extent the
anterior and middle temporalis muscles, make significant
contributions to isometric bite force, (2) the posterior
temporalis, in general, does not contribute substantially to
isometric bite force production at functional force levels,
(3) a high degree of intersubject variability in muscular
contribution to bite force production exists for the masseter
and temporalis muscles, (4) muscular contribution to bite
force is highly dependent on the degree of vertical opening
at which bite force is produced, and the opening of maximum
efficiency is beyond the rest position of the mandible, and
(5) intersubject variability in muscle function can not be
substantially explained by differences in craniofacial
morphology.
By utilizing a controlled and reproducible method for
assessing muscle function, this study has helped to further
elucidate the mechanism of oral function in a craniofacially
diverse group of adult subjects. In agreement with accepted
theories, the role of the various masticatory muscles toward
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bite force production has been described. The change in EMG
activity as a function of force, however, was significantly
greater for the masseter muscle in this study. This may
imply that the relative role of the masseter muscle toward
bite force production exceeds that of the temporalis.
Differences in the results between this and previous studies
may be due to the method by which muscle activity was
quantified, or may be because of differences in neural
control patterning between isometric biting and other oral
functions.
Changes in the relative contributions of the masticatory
muscles toward bite force production as a function of bite
opening were found. The alterations observed contradict
accepted theories of the relationship between masticatory
muscle efficiency and vertical opening in that previous
thought held that maximum efficiency occurred at the
mandibular rest position or near intercuspation. However,
the results from this study were in agreement with previous
studies on animal muscles, and with human studies of maximum
bite force capability, which have shown that maximum tensions
are developed in muscles stretched beyond their rest
positions. The marked changes in muscle efficiency observed
as a function of muscle length indicate that the muscle
length variable is a critical one in oral function, and
should be considered in studies comparing functional
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characteristics among individuals.
Lastly, and most importantly, the weak associations
found between muscle activity changes during isometric biting
and morphologic parameters indicate that factors other than
morphologic variation probably play a determining role in
establishing muscle function characteristics. The changes
in muscle activity increments as a function of bite opening
observed in this study suggest that physiologic differences
in the muscles themselves are an important factor influencing
intersubject variability in muscle function. Another factor
may be the difference in overall development of the
musculature between subjects as was suggested in this study
indirectly by association with the size of adjacent bony
structures, or as has been shown by more direct means in
other recent studies. Lastly, differences in neural control
patterning undoubtedly influence the way in which the various
masticatory muscles are organized and coordinated. The
results of this and previous studies suggest that neural
control patterns do change with the type of function being
performed, and may also vary between individuals.
The ability of muscles to adapt to different situations,
through alteration of their physiologic properties, or
through changes in neural control patterns, may serve to
dampen the effect of biomechanical influences on observed
muscle function. Intersubject variability in these factors
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may act to diminish or hide any relationship between
masticatory muscle function and craniofacial morphology.
Previous investigations focussing on the role of morphology
in determining functional characteristics have found
statistically significant, but clinically weak associations
between the two. While this study does not refute the
results of past studies, it does suggest that the focus of
previous authors on this subject may have been misdirected.
The striking features of the data gathered in such studies
are not the weak trends which unify muscle function
characteristics among individuals, but the magnitude of
unexplained variation observed between them.
VI. SUMMARY / CONCLUSION
This investigation examined the relationship between
masticatory muscle function and craniofacial morphology
utilizing a controlled and reproducible method for assessing
muscle function, the slope of the EMG-force function curve.
This technique was used to quantify the relative
contributions of various masticatory muscles toward isometric
bite force production in a group of subjects with diverse
craniofacial characteristics.
In the first part of this investigation, the technique
of quantifying muscle function on the basis of EMG-force
function curve slopes was shown to be highly reproducible.
In a comparison with other EMG-force function
characteristics, it was demonstrated that the slope was the
single most reliable measurement of muscle function studied.
In addition, the slope is a functionally relevant quantity,
representing the average increment of muscle activity
associated with force production over the range of forces
produced. The technique of EMG-force function
characterization required that biting forces during EMG
recording be controlled and quantified. Comparison of the
results of the first part of this investigation with previous
studies suggested that rigid control of functional activities
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during quantification of muscle function also improves the
reliability of absolute measurements of muscle EMG activity.
In the second part of this investigation, the
characteristics of EMG-force function relationships in
several masticatory muscles were examined. In general, the
masseter muscle exhibited the greatest EMG activity increase
as a function of bite force development, while the anterior
and middle temporalis muscles also made significant
contributions. As expected, activity of the posterior
temporalis rarely increased as a function of force. Further
study is needed to determine whether, as hypothesized,
temporalis activity is more important during actual
masticatory activity, when more precise movement,
positioning, and stabilization of the mandible is necessary.
EMG-force function slopes of the masseter, and anterior
and middle temporalis muscles were found to change as a
function of vertical bite opening. The pattern of change
observed indicated a point of minimum muscle activity change
with bite force that was well beyond the resting position of
the mandible. The bite opening at which a minimum change in
muscle activity with force production was observed
corresponded approximately to the same degree of opening
found in previous studies to be associated with the ability
to generate the greatest bite forces. It was suggested,
therefore, that a physiologic property of muscle tissue was
IIi
responsible for the observed changes in efficiency with bite
opening, and would indicate that at the point of maximum
efficiency, the muscles develop equivalent amounts of tension
with decreased increments in the number or frequency of motor
unit contractions. This observation was in agreement with
studies on animal muscles that have demonstrated improvements
in muscle efficiency as muscles were stretched beyond their
resting lengths.
Biomechanical relationships were shown to have only a
minor influence on muscular contribution to bite force as
compared between individuals. Currently available imaging
techniques used in this study may have been inadequate to
accurately assess geometric relationships of muscles to
skeletal tissues in three dimensions. More likely, however,
biologic variability of muscle function between subjects
overrode any substantial biomechanical influences. It was
suggested that other factors influencing intersubj ect
variation in oral function may have included differences in
the physiologic properties of muscles between individuals,
variability in muscular and skeletal development, and
adaptability of neural control mechanisms.
Consequently, the considerable variability in muscle
function observed between subjects was virtually unexplained
by currently accepted mathematical models of oral function.
These models rely on static biomechanical analysis to explain
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mandibular movements, and represent muscle forces as vectors
acting at point contacts. This study suggests that biologic
variability in muscle function invalidates the use of such
simplified analysis. Such models have been used in part to
explain the mechanisms of dysfunction of the
temporomandibular joint, 21"’m’ and therefore the accuracy of
these models is critical. The relative importance of the
other factors influencing muscle function is currently
unknown. Further study of their effects is essential before
more accurate models of oral function can be developed.
At the present time, high intersubject variability
precludes the application of generalized trends in muscle
function between craniofacial types to assessments of muscle
function within individuals. More work is needed to
determine the effects of alterations in the biomechanical
relationships of masticatory muscles to the oral complex
within individual subjects. This information is important
so that the functional effects of orthognathic surgical
procedures, which cause instant changes in these
relationships, can be better understood. This can be
accomplished by experimentally altering points of bite force
application in normal individuals, or by assessing changes
in muscle function following orthognathic surgery in subjects
undergoing such procedures. Long-term studies on both normal
subjects and surgery candidates are needed to examine the
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effects of muscle adaptability on observed functional
characteristics. Such adaptations may occur in response to
the growth of surrounding skeletal components early in life,
as a reaction to the environmental changes associated with
developing functional patterns, or as a result of surgically-
altered biomechanical relationships.
APPENDIX
EMG Signal Processing Circuitry
I Introduction
Electromyography is a technique used to study the
contraction characteristics of individual muscles and/or motor
units. Electrical potentials, which are produced by the
membrane depolarizations of muscle fibers, represent a
measurable electrical analog of individual motor unit
contractions. EMG signals represent the potentials recorded
between two electrodes placed in or near a muscle. The shapes
and amplitudes of the recorded signals are dependent on
several factors: (i) the characteristics of the original
muscle fiber depolarizations, (2) the recording geometry, or
distance of the electrodes from the active muscle fibers, (3)
the impedance characteristics of the intervening tissues, and
in the case of surface electromyography, (4) the skin-
electrode contact quality.
Surface electromyography of the masseter, and anterior,
middle and posterior temporalis muscles in this investigation
was used to quantify the relative contributions to bite force
of each of these muscles during isometric contraction. EMG
signals obtained under these conditions are inherently complex
because they reflect the summed potentials of multiple motor
unit contractions. The amplitude of the raw signal at any
given time is due to the excitatory potentials of the motor
units contracting at that particular point in the duration of
the muscle contraction. Whole muscle tension, however, is
dependent on both the frequency of the excitatory potentials
of each component motor unit, and the total number of units
recruited. Because of the complexity of the surface EMG
waveform, it is not valid to compare the peak-to-peak
amplitudes of raw signals as an analog of whole muscle
contraction.
EMG signal processing was used in this investigation so
that muscle contractions could be more accurately compared
quantitatively. The electronic circuitry necessary for this
purpose was designed and assembled by the investigator, with
the guidance of Dr. Robert Northrop, Professor of Electrical
Engineering at the University of Connecticut, Storrs.
Generally, the steps in the EMG processing technique used
involved filtration, amplification, rectification, and
averaging. The following pages contain a description of the
specifications, design, and performance characteristics of the
EMG processing system used in this investigation.
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II. Specifications and Design
The electronic ciruitry for EMG signal processing was
designed to be used in conjunction with existing software
written for a Digital PDP-II/34 computer. Certain
specifications, therefore, had to be met to convert the raw
EMG signals into acceptable dc voltages for input into the
computer for data analysis. The available power supply was
+15 V, and the dc output could not exceed 2.5 V.
Prior to data storage, raw EMG signais were
differentially amplified at a gain of I000, and further
amplified to optimize the recording level for each muscle
channel. Also at that point, initial high pass filtration (fc
90 Hz) was accomplished to reduce electrical hum and
movement artifacts. Before passing the stored signals to the
processing circuit and computer analysis sequence, the signals
were amplified again to adjust output levels. The signals to
be processed, therefore, were amplified, raw EMG signals.
A block diagram of the signal gathering, storage, and
processing systems appears in Figure A-I. The schematic
diagram for the electronic processing circuitry is presented
in Figure A-2. The steps involved in signal processing were
the following-
i) High Pass Filtration High pass filtration was used
to attenuate low frequency noise, primarily 60 Hz
power line interference. A Sallen-Key active second
order high pass filter was designed to provide a
cutoff frequency of 96 Hz at -3 dB:
f (%5)C(2) )"( (5.7kn (10kn) 22F (2))-i 96 Hz
The damping factor (df) was 0.75"
df (RI/R)I (5.7k/10k) ’ 0.75
2) Low Pass Filtration- A Sallen-Key active low pass
filter was used to attenuate high frequency
interference. The cutoff frequency was 1.45 kHz at
-3 dB-
f ((CIC)I(2))-I((0.008F(0.015F)) 0k(2))I 1453 Hz
Figure A-1
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The damping factor was 0.73:
df (C,/C2) (0.008F/0.015BF) ’ 0.73
3 ) Amplification At this stage, additional
amplification was necessary due to the inherent
signal attenuation due to filtration. An inverting
operational amplification system was designed to
have an adjustable gain of i-ii times. This was
important so that final maximum dc output voltages
would be in the 2 volt range for optimum sensitivity
in subsequent steps of analysis.
4) Root Mean Square Conversion True root mean square
(RMS) conversion was accomplished using an Analog
Devices 637 high performance RMS converter. The
input ac signal was first full-wave rectified by the
absolute value function. The resultant positive
signal was then RMS converted to a measurable dc
voltage. Because the experimental protocol called
for EMG recording during isometric contractions of
2 seconds in duration, it was desirable to average
the signal over a relatively long time period in
order to smooth the output for consistency. The
theoretical time constant of the averaging function
was 0.55 seconds:
T,. (0.025 sec./F)C,.
(0.025 sec./F) 22F 0.55 sec.
The settling time for increasing signals was 1.27
seconds.
t, 2.3(T,.) 1.27 sec.
The settling time for decreasing signals was 2.53
seconds
t, 4.6(T,.) 2.53 sec.
After the above steps, the resultant dc signal was passed
to the computer through a i0 bit analog to digital converter
(fsati 200 Hz).
III. Performance
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A. Complete Circuit Performance
The complete circuit performance characteristics were
tested using a measurable ac sine wave function. The circuit
response to input ac peak-to-peak voltages from 0.1-20V is
presented in Table A-I and illustrated in Figure A-3. There
was a linear VJV, response, as predicted, up to an
approximately 10V output voltage for the input frequencies of
interest (I00 I000 Hz). With the adjustable amplifier set
for a gain of 3, inputs over 10V peak-to-peak generated non-
proportionate output for the input signal frequencies of
interest. During analysis of EMG signals for the primary
investigation, amplification was set so that output dc
voltages were under 2.5V.
Tabte A-1
COMPLETE C]RCU[T RESPONSE
Vin Vout (tic) uith 3X Amptification
peak- to-peak 60Hz lOOHz 300Hz lkHz 5kHz
O. 0.04 0.06 O. 10 0.08 0.02
0.2 0.08 0.13 0.2 0.16 0.055
0.3 0.31
O.4 0.41
0.5 0.21 0.36 0.51 0.41 0.125
0.6 0.615
0.7 0.29 0.51 0.71 0.57 0.18
0.8 0.81
0.9 0.91
1.0 0.39 0.73 1.0 0.77 0.22
1.5 0.59 10 1.4 1.18 0.345
2.0 0.80 1.50 1.9 1.7 0.45
2.5 2.45
3.0 1.1 2.15 3.0 2.6 0.7
3.5 3.55
4.0 4.0
5.0 1.45 2.85 5.0 3.4 1.2
6.0 6.0
7.5 3.0 5.65 7.55 6.5 1.8
10.0 3.85 7.40 9.6 8.7 2.4
12.5 11.0
15.0 5.7 10.0 12.0 10.5 3.65
20.0 7.2 10.7 12.5 11.2 4.85
The complete circuit time response was also tested and
the results are summarized in Table A-2, and Figure A-4.
After ac input signal initiation, the dc output reached 90%
of its equilibrium value in 0.15 seconds and stabilized at 0.5
seconds. After input termination, output signals reached 50%
of the original voltage at 0.4 seconds, and 10% at 1.3
seconds.
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Fgure A- 3
Complete Circuit Performance
Yn vs. Yout
10
8
4
$i_gne! Freq uen,c y_."
A 60 Hz
O0 Hz
0 300 Hz
m kHz
+ 5 kHz
0
0 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20
V]n (peak-%o-peak)
22.5
Vo/Vi vas approximately linear up to outputs of I OV vithin
the hput frequency range of nterest (I O0 1000 ilz).
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Figure A- 4
Complete Crcuit Time Response
120
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0
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TabLe A-2
COHPLETE CIRCUIT TINE RESPONSE
Time
(seconds)
Percent Naximum Response
ncteas ng Decteas ng
0.1 80 80
0.2 100
0.25 104
0.3 60
0.5 101 42
0.55 40
0.95 20
1.0 100 17
1.5 100 8
2.O IO0 5
2.5 100
B. Filter Performance
Separate testing of the Sallen-Key high and low pass
filters was accomplished for input frequencies ranging from
I0 2000 Hz, and i0 Hz I0 kHz, respectively. The results
are presented in Table A-3, and Figure A-5. The actual high
pass cutoff frequency at -3 dB was i00 Hz, and the low pass
cutoff frequency at -3 dB was 1.4 kHz. Peak output of the
combined high and low pass filter system occurred between 200
and 500 Hz, where Vo/ was between 0.92 and 0.94.
C. RMS Converter Performance
The full-wave rectifier/RMS conversion system was tested
for performance with an input range of 0.I 15 V ac peak-to-
peak voltages. The results are summarized in Table A-4, and
Figure A-6. A linear VV, response was observed throughout
the range tested, with a Vo/V, ratio of approximately 0.35.
The time response of the rectifier/RMS conversion system
is presented in Table A-5, and Figure A-7. The percentage of
RMS converter voltage output at final equilibrium after
introduction of an input ac signal reached 90% of maximum at
approximately 0.565 seconds. The empirical time constant,
based on the formula for increasing signals (VT Vm(l eI)
0.63(Vm)), was 0.3 seconds, at which time the signal had
reached 63% of its final equilibrium amplitude. For
decreasing signals, after termination of the input ac signal,
output reached 50% of maximum at 0.25 seconds, and 10% at 0.95
seconds. The empirical time constant, based on the formula
for decreasing signals (VT V (e"I) 0.37 (V)) was
approximately 0.37 seconds, at which time the signal had
decreased to 37% of its original equilibrium amplitude.
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Figure A- 5
SALLEN-KEY FILTER PERFORMANCE
1.2
-3 dB -3 dB
O0 1000 10000
Input Sgnal Frequeno9 (Hz:)
Peak output of the combined high and 1or pass filtration sgstem
rea(C)hed 92-94 betveen 200 and :500 Hz.
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Figure A- 6
TRUE RHS PERFORIANCE
V (peak-to-peak)
The VolVi response of the True RPIS Converter vas approximately
linear throughout the range of input voltages tested.
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Figure A- 7
TRUE RtlS TIPIE RESPONSE
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TabLe A-3
SALLEN-KEY H[GH AND LOM PASS F[LTER PERFORMANCE
Input Signal
Frequency (Hz)
5
10
20
30
40
50
6O
8O
100
120
140
150
160
180
200
250
3O0
400
500
600
700
750
8O0
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1750
1800
2000
2500
3000
4000
50OO
6000
7000
8OO0
9000
10000
H.i 9h Pass
0.009
0.025
0.06
O. 125
0.19
0.28
0.38
0.55
0.70
0.80
0.86
0.88
0.90
0.93
0.94
0.96
0.975
0.98
0.985
0.99
0.99
1.00
Vo/Vi
Low, Pass
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.975
0.96
0.95
0.93
0.91
0.88
0.855
0.825
0.80
0.7’75
0.75
0.72
0.70
0.67
0.64
0.59
0.54
0.46
0.39
0.29
0.22
0.18
0.14
0.12
0.10
O. 085
126
0.022
0.064
0.12
O. 195
0.28
0.38
0.55
0.70
0.7
0.85
0.89
0.91
0.925
0.94
0.945
0.94
0.92
0.90
0.88
0.86
0.83
0.80
0.77
0.74
0.715
0.69
0.66
0.60
0.545
0.39
0.22
0.085
TabLe A-4
RMS CONVERTER PERFORMANCE
TabLe A-5
RMS CONVERTER TIME RESPONSE
Time
(peak-to-peak)
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
12.0
1.0
15.0
Vout
(dc)
0.035
0.07
O. 105
0.14
0.175
0.21
0.245
0.29
0.315
0.35
0.525
0.715
0.90
0.95
1.10
1.20
1.70
2.15
2.50
2.85
3.20
3.55
4.35
5.05
5.50
Percent Maxim Response
(seconds)
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.35
0.4
0.5
0.6
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
Inc,reasincj
20
40
6O
8O
84
95
98
99
99
Decteas ng
80
60
40
25
2O
8
2
127
128
IV. Circuit Evaluation and Conclusions
The electronic circuitry, overall, performed well within
the range of acceptability required for this investigation.
Acomparison of the proposed and actual specifications for the
system is presented in Table A-6. For use in analyzing EMG
signals, it was found that the circuit worked best with the
adjustable amplification set to a gain of 3. This allowed for
pre-processing adjustment of raw EMG signal amplitudes so that
processed output dc voltages ranged between 0 and 2.5 V, as
required for subsequent computer analysis.
TabLe A-6
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Proposed Specifications: Poer SuppLy: +/-15V
Ampt ification: 1-11
High Pass Cutoff Frequency: lOOHz at -3dB
Low Pass Cutoff Frequency: 1.25kHz at -3dB
RMS Converter Time Constant: 0.5 seconds
Range of Output for Proportionate Vo/Vi: 0-2.5V
Actual Specifications: Power Supply: +/-15V
Current Drain (negative teminat): 11.1mA
Current Drain (positive teminat): 11.1mA
Curront Drain (with input signaL): 11.]
Amplification: 1-11
High Pass Cutoff Frequey: lOOHz at -]dB
Low Pass Cutoff Frequey: 1.4kHz at -dB
Peak Output Frequency RaGe: 200-500Hz
Peak Output Ratio (Vo/Vi): 0.94
RMS Converter Time Constant: 0.3 seconds
RaGe of Output for Proportionate Vo/Vi: O-IOV
The high and low pass filtration provided by the designed
circuitry, along with additional filtration incorporated into
the EMG recording equipment, adequately attenuated signals of
undesirable frequencies, while allowing passage of signals in
the frequency range of interest. The RMS conversion sequence
performed linearly within the range of input voltages
encountered. The averaging time constant, though not as long
as originally planned, was adequately long to provide for
smooth, averaged output that was easily measurable.
The cost for manufacturing one circuit capable of
processing the EMG signals recorded from one muscle was
approximately $35, with the major cost components being the
circuit board, TL072 integrated circuits, and the AD637 True
RMS Converter. A complete listing of the components necessary
for the assembly of one circuit is given in Table A-7. Since
the EMG signals recorded from four muscles were analyzed for
the purposes of this investigation, four such circuits were
necessary. Two circuits were constructed on each board, for
a total cost of $II0.
TabLe A-7
EMG SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
Per Circuit
Ci rcui t Brd:
]ntrat Circuits:
True RNS Converter:
Resistors:
Capac tots:
,,art N,uber
11 -DE-
TL-072
O-lOOk
4.71
lOk
221
O. 1/F di scs
O.O0F
0.015/zF
0.22/F
3.2/F
22#F (Tant.)
Quant,
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